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location
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unknown today. It is Moped to bring
it back to the United States.
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HOPE IS EXPRESSED
HOWEVER
The detachment of Mexican federals
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American, was executed,
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of
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international
Grand Prix race,
duty.
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station
regular
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for Chihuahua City by tonight. He
on the Rio Grande and in was fatally injured today on the Sanis
Hidalgo
will travel on a gasoline velocipede close touch with the Texas border..
ta Monica road race course. He was
capable of running 40 miles an hour.
command that leading the racers at the time, going
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to
It
Hidalgo
Carothers Intends to remain with
Apolonlo Rodriguez and the five oth- 80 miles an hour at a turn, when his
General Villa throughout the latter's er Mexicans accused of
kidnaping car keeled over and pinned him becampaign south. Charles A. C. Perattached. No neath it, crushing his body and skull.
were
apparently
Vergara
ceval, British consul at Galveston,
reports were avaialble here as to any His mechanician was only slightly innow here to investigate the killing of
action on foot looting to the recovery jured.
William S. Benton, continued his la.
of Verjara's body.
This was the first serious accident
'
bors in secret today.
in
the history of the, Santa Monica
room
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course.
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Richard
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28. Fifty
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Carson, who won third money In
ley and the Huerta consul, Miguel
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ceived. here today. The officers were
The name of Albert Weiss, a GerTeddy Tetzlaff, who set the Santa
the reports said.
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28.
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all
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hour,
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No. 18, was officcrryTwho
driving
Verbeck,
to
'
signment will be shipped south
account of engine
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on
and as! told by the boy himself, went General Villa without
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out that Brown la under indictment in
of a charge of asHE the district court
ONLY
or
out
a shooting affray
sault, growing
in a Berwind Baloon.
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,
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Hastings, said he saw James Bicuva-risAlex(Jim the Greek), kill Angus
ander on October 28. He said the fatal shooting took place when guards
and strikers clashed.
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A
recommendation
that the state
INPHYSICIAN,
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BATES,
GOING 80 MILES AN HOUR HIS MASSACHUSETTS COMMITTEE
in the strike district
be
kept
INtroops
THE
BEFORE
PROSTITUTESTIFIES
VESTIGATING
CAR UPSETS; HE IS DYING
until the strike has been settled is
VESTIGATORS
TION SO REPORTS
IN HOSPITAL
contained in a report submitted by
the Las Animas county grand jury toto District Judge A. W. McHen-driday
ALLOWED HAD ADVANCE INE01!
ALL REGQEOS
ARE EEOXEN SHOULD
The report declares that troops
are absolutely necessary in the disMACHINES MAKE FASTEST SPEED ANY OTHER OFFENSE SO HARM- WAS INFORMED THAT PLOT WAS turbed districts, and tnat to withdraw
them at this time would be unwise.
FUL WOULD BE SUPPRESSEVER RECORDED AT SANTA
ON FOOT TO "SCARE THE
The grand jury was in session about
STATE
ED BY THE
SCABS" AT AGUILAR
MONICA
three months. The report submitted
today contains no true bills in connection with strike disorders.
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Governor Not Surprised
Denver, Colo., Fob. 28". When informed that the Ias Animas county
grand jury had submitted' a report today afjer three months investigating
of conditions and disorders in the
coal district without returning any
true bills, Governor Amnions expressed the opinion that the state officials
could take no action in the matter. He
explained that the military prisoners
had been turned over to the civil au
thorities and the failure of the grand
jury to indict probably would end the
matter, unless new disorders occurred.
There was no change today in the
military situation. Efforts were made
to reduce the militia m the field as
rapidly as conditions warranted, in ac
cordance with the policy announced
some time ago by the governor. This
reduction was being dlnyed by unsat
isfactory conditions in some localities.
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never die
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until
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repeated the testimony he gaw
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described
Mrs. Buffum bid .goodbye to her five at District
was having trouble with en- ed official policy.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
suidhss o the antique In aa excursion
whose aims will combine pleasure,
science and art The party will visit
Tripoli from April 29 "to May 10 and

PURDAY, FEBRUARY

28, 1914.

ships to the glory of the Quaker City.
Coilins
followed Connie
Jimmy
Mack's system of giving his players
plenty of freedom, but in his case the
was not so successful. As
then tour the colony.
OF GOOD system
manager of the Boston Red Sox JimIn connection with the approaching
my developed a bunch of
six hundredth anniversary
of the
in 1904. Two years later the same
death of Dante the Italians are reoutfit finished the season in the cellar,
due it was said to the
Jimnewing their intimacy with his writings. Dante, in Italy Is almost a namy giving his players too much leePOPULAR PRICED
in women's Coats, Suits and Dresses for those who want the
BANISHED WRITER LIKELY WILL tional God, and so far is his adoration MANAGER RICKEY OF ST. LOUIS way in the matter of aiscipline.
latest
in style and colorings at a popular price is now on display all the accepted colorings and weaves
carried that when Sir Henry Irving
BROWNS WILL DEMAND
John McGraw of tne New York
DIE SOON, HIS PHYSICIANS
are
Come.
as
represented.
DECLARE
gave his drama whrcn h&rj Dante
Giants, has his own method of hand
its hero the Italians rose as one man
ling his men. There are no frills or
Chicago. Feb. 28 At the beginniu furbelows about John and he is not
Homo, Feb. 28. Maim
Gorky la to protest against the destruction of
back in Russia after eight years exile, their idol. In the historic; house and of his first season es manager of the slow to call a player when the latter
to die of consumption before tower which the Count Anguillara St. Louis Browns Branch Rickey has manifests a disposition to kick over
another summer, his. physicians say. built in the twelfth century as a man- set out to build up a team whose mem the traces. He has been known to
in some very becoming styles. Below are some
frebers will be models of deportment as land a healthy wallop on the Jaw or a
Officially the Russian writer Is sion and fortress, and which was
in Crepe de Chines, Chiffons, and shadow
that deserve special mention
etill at Capri, where ho has lived quented by Dante, Senator Pasquale well' as efficient players. The new had actor for an infraction of the
of
student
as
a
some
who
is
famous
and
lace,
others
of
including
eince his banishment, while bodily he Villarl,
exquisitely tailored,
manager shares the opinion
training rules. At the same time no
AT $10.00. Suits of a new crepe material in Co- la at Mastamjalc, Finland, whence he the great poet's life and works, has who have had experience as base manager In either league Is better lik
novel and very becoming designs. All the
on
the
of
lectures
series
diaa
ed by his players than is McGraw.
ball pilots that efficiency on the
may later proceed to Moscow. Ilia begun
new shades are shown, and black and white.
penhagen, Tango, and Med. blue, trimmed with
return, Is generally a secret tn Russia, "Father of the Italian Language."
mond depends to a great extent upon As the scholar said of his severe masfancy collars and cuffs, all sizes.
the government desiring to take every
the way the players spend their time ter, "He Is a beast, hut a just beast"
.PRICED $5 to $12.50.
;' fj
MoGraw's players know that if they
when off the field.
precaution against irritating demonAT $12.50. Suits of a good grade serge. Colors
SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
strations by his admirers.
Rick6y took charge of the Browns are in the right their manager will
of
SEE THE DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOWS.
everywhere are talking
People
Navy, Copenhagen, Tango and Tan. Neatly trim-- '
Last year Gorky was included in the quick and fine results Foley too late last season to try out nis stick up for them even if obliged to
the comprehensive, amnesty conceded Kidney Pills give in backache, rheu- theories in team management, but he take off his coat ana fight.
med, collars and cuffs of silk brocade.
toy Emperor Nicholas and could then matism, kidney and bladder troubles. has lost no time Irs putting them into
Hank
new
the
boss
O'Day,
of
the
your syshave returned to his native land with- You can not take them IntoThat
is be- practice this year. As the train car- Chicago Cubs, believes in a little more
without good results.
tem
out opposition but he assorted then cause
to
the rying the Browns to Florida pulled leniecy than is provided
Pills
for in
give
Foley Kidney
that he had no1 intention of taking ad- kidneys and bladder just what nature out of St. Louis the manager gave the Branch Rickey's "shtraight and nar
vantage of the privilege. His failing calls for to heal these weakened and players to understand that poker play- row path" policy, O'Day has let it
are the very latest. Made of good quality of
health and longing to see his country, inactive organis. O. O. Schaefer and ing was barred from that hour until be known that he does not
to
Adv.
Store.
object
to
Red
To be
male
Cross
conform
to
new
Drug
the
styleldres
sskirt,
silk, in all colors and combinations.
however, led him to change his mind
the close of the season. The order his men drinking a little beer after
etc. PRICED
worn
with
shirt
dresses,
waists,
and he has just completed the trip to
fine Jersey top, ruffles of Crepe de Chine,
came as something of a shook to the the game, smoking cigarettes in mod65c AND UP.
Mastamjak by easy stages.
especially the older members eration and indulging in a little poker
players,
Messaline
or
Charmeuse.
In
conall
colors
and
declare
he
that
friendsGorky's
of the team. In addition to puttim
limit variety.
playing of the "two-hit- "
Butterfly Belts
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
tracted his disease during confinethe ban on. poker Rickey has Issued
shades, excellent values
silk.
in nearly all colors of
changeable
ment in the prison fortress of St.
A scald, burn, or severe cut heals
orders prohibiting drinking, cigarette
a wide band with
are
belts
with
made
These
Peter and St. Paul, but it is believed
if
The
family that
smoking and the use of profanity. For slowly a neglected.
$1.75
bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
buttterfly in front of same material.
Santa Fe. N. M., Fen.
his constitution must have been
violation of the blue laws the of- keeps
any
LINIMENT
on
hand
is
EACH.
prealways
weakened by the many years which William C. McDonald left today for
fending player is to bo nicked a slice pared for such accidents. Price 25c,
he spent in actual want, his feverish his ranch at Carrizozo. He expects of his salary in the way of a fine.
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cenenergy in writing and the increasing to he gone three or four days.
believes that the tral Drug Co. Adv.
Rickey
Manager
labor of deep study to overcome his
The governor spent most of the fore- strict enforcement of his new rules
THE STORE
THE STORE
lack of culture.
noon answering correspondence and will result in
OBSERVE ST. DAVID'S DAY
boostrag the Browns up
There has lately appeared an odd then at 11 o'clock he closed his office a notch or two in the pennant race.
Chicago, Feb. 28. Sons and daugh
&
tews.
ff
j.
chronology submitted by Gorky to an and went over to the Old Palace to Since entering the American, league in ters of Wales, of whom there are
THAT SELLS
51115
editor who had asked for an autobi-ograp- 'Hniivnr an address at the opening of 1902 the St. Louis team has finished large colonies in many states of the
view
as
follows:
and
Gorky replied
the county teachers' institute
In middle west, will devote tomorrow to
in the first division only twice.
WOGLTEX
18G2.
Born at
the exhibit.
EstdbliaKod 1862
1902 they finished in second place and their annual celebration of St. David's
the
1878. Shoemaker's boy.
After delivering his address,
in 1908' they finished fourth. Regu- Day, in honor of their patron saint.
3 879
Appentice to a designer.
governor walked around the Old Pal- larly since 1908 the eam has been The day is celebrated usually with
1880. Cabin boy on a steamer.
ace studying the various exhibits and either in the cellar or knocking at the feasting and exercises consisting of
1883. Worker in a manufactory of
speeches, essays and the singing of
speaking with teachers from all over cellar door.
ATLANTA BIBLE CONFERENCE
Boat and Engine Manufacturers the propelled craft, from tublike motor
biscuits,
the county. "This exhibit is not only
A Graduate of the University of Welsh songs.
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 28 The sixteen biggest motor boat show ever held in Doats to long racing hydroplanes.
1884. Porter.
a
be
must
St. David is said to have been the th annual
good for the pupils but it
Atlanta Bible conference, America was opened in the coliseum
Michigan and later baseball coach at
1885. Baker's hoy.
great incentive to the teachers,' he the same institution. Manager Rickey son of a prince of Cardingshire, of the which ranks among the most notable today and will be continued
through
1886. Dummy In a village theater, said.
see
"They come down here and
is keen for the college ball player and ancient regal line of Ounedda, Wledig. religious gatherings of the year, will the
constipations and headache
week.
Hundreds
of de- areColds,
1887. Fruit seller.
coming
I
The
are
schools
of
his
doing.
birth
three common afflictions and reis supposed to be opened tomorrow and continued
year
what the other
the training methods of the college
votees
water
of
1888. Attempted suicide.
the
sports
turonged
lieving the constipation
helps the
like this idea very much. I under- athletes. In handling ijie Browns the have been about 402 A. D. Some bi- for one week. The conference was es
cold and stops the headache.
Use
1889. Railway employe.
stand that this exhibit leads pupils to new boss will endeavor to follow out ographers assert that he lived nearly tablished in 1898 by Rev. Lcn G. big building during the afternoon to
admire the wonderful display of boats, Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
1890. Clerk to an advocate.
discuss their work with their parents the same methods he used in coach 150 iyears, but later authorities now Broughton, at that time pastor of the
are very prompt and thoroughly
1891. Operative in a salt mill;
engines and nautical appliances of all
and often bring information to the ing the varsity nine. How the big say that he died when 82.
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleastabernacle
In this city and
Baptist
exIncluded
later vagabond.
description.
among the
ant effects. A whole bottle full for
He received his early education at now
which they would not otherparents
to
meth
the
will
take
of
Chirst
London.
college
pastor
leagues
Church,
hibits were every variety of motor- - 25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
1892. Wrote his first novel, "Ma-ka- r
'
Meneva,
afterwards
naine;l
wise get."
"Ty
be
Each succeeding year the conference
semi.
od remains to
Cindra."
the house of David or St. David's, has Increased iu
Water Application
interest and imporexperiment is a reminder
Rickey's
1903. Celebrity and riches.
Water application No. 860 was re of the fact that no two managers in which was a seminary of learning and tance.
s
'MyMasima Says
ceived from John H. I.ewls of Nez the big leagues have exactly the same n.Ursery'of salntff Xt this place, some
For the sessions this year many
The sporting page along American
Perce, Idaho, for 1.05 sec. feet from way of handling their players. Con years after he founded a convent In clergymen, evangelists and other relines has lately become a feature of Pecos river for
pumping purposes to nie Mack, manager of the world's the vale of Rhos. The discipline ligious workers of international promItalian newspapers. Most of the jourwhich St. David enjoined in this mon-asti- c inence have been
acres.
73.45
enlisted. Among
champion Athletics and probably the
nals are giving up a whole page or irrigate
retreat) is represented as of the the scheduled speakers ara Dr. G.
For the Treasury
m
most successful pilot
baseball, puts
more every day to sport While deThe state treasurer has received the matter of good behavior up to the most rigorous nature. After the sy Campbell Morgan cf London, Dr. Rus-sevoid of baseball or football gossip the
nod at Brevy in 519 Dubrious Arch$7,564.88 from Celso Lopez, treasurer
II col well of Philadeoi a Re'.
pages deal extensively with aviation, and collector of Santa Fe county, to players themselves. The honor sys- bishop of Caerleon, resigned his see
Mel
Trotter of Grand Rapids, Dr. C.
been
as
has
it
tem,
termed,
evidently to
aufomobiling, bicycle racing and rowSt, David who removed the arche- - M. Coburn of
assist in payment of interest on Santa has "been successful.
Allegheny College, Rev.
ing and swimming.
piscopal Residence to Meneva, where William J. Williamson of SL
Fe county bonds, Series Ji. The levy
Louis,
The most serious Jolt that Mack's he died and was
burled in the cathe Rev. T. Nelson Palmer of Winona
of the county commissioners was not
A subject of current discussion is
system ever received happened sever- dral nearby.
this purpose.
Ind., and Ng Jyng Choo of China.
eral years ago. Two of his most bril
a proposed trip to the new Italian sufficient for
In the homes of every true Welsh
Some Come; Some Leave
so
is
started
it
Italliant players,
related,
colony in Africa, members of the
man are to be foumr leeirs or imitaE. C. Murphy has returned from San in to add a little
RED LIGHTS NO LONGER SHINE
to the tion leeks on SL David's
ian touring club planning to join with
something
studied
Day. The
he
where
"pow
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 28. The last
Juan
county
T. members of the Agricultural society
of night life in the big league
origin of the custom of displaying the vestige of
a report gayety
licensed vico in
and the Venetian association of the er" with a view of making
cities. In a short time the boys were leek on St. David's
Day has never SL Louis disappears at
for the geological survey. He leaves
"The Children's Chilmidnight to
hitting only the high spots. But Con been cleared. The most acceptable
water
Arizona's
to
for Phoenix
study
night, which is the time limit fixed by
are now using
dren"
nie was not long in nailing the high tradition is that a
great battle was the authorities for the
power.
s Honey and Tar
r
closing of all
talk he fought early in the
fliers and in a
oley
eighth century be the reimaining disorderly houses ' in
Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest convinced them that they were sure
Compound and it is totween the Britons and Saxons. Their the
has gone south on business.
district.
The
to
segregated
order
disday the same safe effecthemselves
into
the
ly tossing
foes went Into battle with their attire
close
marks
Colonel Jose D. Sena supreme court card as well as
the
climax
and curative medtive
a
of
reform
weakening the team identical to that of the Cambrians in
movement begun here eome months
icine thattheirparents
clerk, has been ill for the past two by their dissipation. The convincing an effort
to confuse them. Cadwallon,
at which time rt was estimated
foundit. Forall coughs,
days with a severe cold.
arguments of their manager, which at the had of the rritons, perceived ago,
FOR
Is
there were about 350 disorderly reAdmitted
colds, croup, whooping
"Major"
a
to
included
"back
the
threat
of
the ruse In time and sent his soldiers sorts
Declares Lydia
Pinkham's
at
this
afternoon
more
received
or
less
running
in
Papers
openly
cough, bronchitis,
hushes'' caused the two players to into a forest each to bedeck himself
St. Louis.
hoarsenes and tickling
the office of the United States district immediately mend their ways and
Vegetable Compound
with
a
so as to not be deceived
leek
in throat, use it. It
court clerk, indicate that Mayor Wil
Saved Her Life
they have since done their full share into assailing his compatriots. This
A heavy cold In the lungs that was
gives satisfactory reliam IT. H. IJewellyn was admitted to of work in adding world's champion
precaution brought victory and the expected to cure itself has been the
and Sanity.
CONTAINS
sults.
NO
States
nractice before the United
OPIATES
consequent veneration of the leek.
startling point In many cases of dis.
court at Las Cruees. E. C. Wade, Sr.,
O. G. SCHAEFER.
ease that ended fatally. The sensible
RED CROSS DRUG CoT
Shamrock, Mo.
"I feel it my duty and Mark B. .Thompson also were ad
course Is to take frequent doses of
u vcu uie puonc tne condition of
Safe
for
Effective
Babies,
Grown
for
ny mitted.
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
SYRTJP.
HELPLESS AS BABY
health before using
ups
It checks the progress of the disorder
District
!
Pope
States
United
Judge
That's
ComTar
medicine.
and
I had
Foley's Honey
your
and assists nature to restore normal
to
pound. It has the confidence of your conditions.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
falling, inflamma- has appointed Edwin P. Seward
who
as
United
knows It will give you per bottle. Sold by Central Drus Co.
druggist,
succeed H. C Thompson
tion and congestion,
satisfaction.
Nessmith, StatesAdv.
female weakness, States commissioner at Harrington, N. Down in Mind Unable to Work, Doro, ua., W. W.
says: 1 have used Folev's
pains in both sides, M.
Honey and Tar Compound In my fam- ON TRIAL
and What Helped Her.
backaches and bearFOR SLAYING FATHER
Income Tax Return
ily and have sold it in mv store and
ing down pains, was
Media, Pa., Feb. 28. The John Lee
it never fails to cure." Refuse a subwas receiv
The
telegram
following
short of memory,
stitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross "murder trial promises to" attract wide
office of Internal
nervous, impatient, ed yesterday at the
Summit Point, W. Va.-- Mis.
attention to the March term of court
Anna Drug Store. Adv.
T.
Lewis
Collector
Carpen
Revenue
Passed sleepless
Belle fcmey, of this place, says: "I sufwhich convenes here next week. Lee
' Ihl'Wl
fered for 15 years with an awful pain in HAVE YOU MADE
had ter:
nights- YOUR RETURN? is
1914
alleged to have killed, his father,
caused
my
neither strength nor
from
side,
right
27,
D.
Feb.
C,
womanly
"Washington,
Washington, Feb. 28 Today was Thomas Lee, a former deontv
energy. There was always a fear and
tax
ivuuiv, aiiuuuuucu iuia iur II, DUIWUM- widest
possible
the
"Give
publicity
the
out
success. I suffered so very much
last day for filing returns under collector and
dread in my mind, I had cold, nervous,
of
news
item
as
prominent
politician
I
the
that
became down in
public press
vreak spells, hot flashes over
through
and as help- the new federal income tax law.
my body. that Income and corporation tax" re less as a babv. I w." mind,
The elder Lee was shot
Philadelphia.
in (he
1 had a place in my
Those persons who are taxable under
right side that was
and killed at Essington, on November
ui biiape. was uname to do any work.
1 must be filed with
o sore that I could
the law and who have failed to make
hardly bear the turns due March
I beran takinc Cardni.
10, during a quarrel. The defense will
.'
weight of my clothes. I tried medicines collectors of internal revenue not la tonic, and
(
got relief from the very first a report of thir income for the nine be that the father drew a
and doctors, but
In
did
revolver,
me
order
March 2,
little
they
than
Monday,
ter
good,
ume
naa
1
months
betaiten
i
ending January
last,
and 1 never expected to
l
which was exploded when young Lee
my health was completely restored. come liable to a
get out again. to avoid the prescribed penalties un
Sot Lydia E. Pinkham's
heavy fine. It will tried tq take it away from, him.
Vegetable less an extension has been granted on I am now 48 vears vears old hn fool o be
optional with the collectors, howCompound and Blood Purifier, and I
&uuu aa i uiu wnen pniy io.
account of absence or sickness.
would have been in
to grant an extension of a few
ever,
Laraul
saved
in
or
me
an
from losinn
certainly
grave
Vanish Away
aey.um if your medicines had not saved
(Signed)
my mmd, and i feel it my duty to speak weeks' time to persons who offer satMen and women having backache, '
ma Lm now I can work all
in Its favor. I wish 1 had some nnwer
OSBORNE."
"COMMISSIONER
day, sleep
isfactory proof that they were pre- rheumatism, stiff and swollen Joints '
(juui, smiennt; women, ana could vented from
are honestly glad to know that Foley
8; x,1,1' eat anytWng I want, have
make
no ihot
them
know
making returns ty reasthe
it
flashes or weak, nervous
would do
good
spoils.
on of sickness or other unavoidable Kidney Pills are successful every-- i
them."
Ml pa!1!S aches, fears
where In driving out these ills. That
and dreads are La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate
If you suffer from anv of (he niimnte cause.
But in no case will neglect is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
gone, rny house, children and husband
Some victims or la grippe never wi
to
sreno longer neglected, as I am almost ly recover the health of the lungs, and peculiar
women, it will certainly be be accepted as an excuse for failure true medicine and
quickly effective in
worth
while to give Cardui a trial.
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active kidneys
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more
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Informal Dance
for Albuquerque Boy
Following the basketball

r
Nothing But Joy
At Firemen's Dance
Throwing aside everything that
tended to black the path, of happiness
and giving full sway to the King and
"Queen of Frivolity, the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company's annual mi
fluerada ball was the. biggest success
of its kind ever given In Las Vegas.
The dance occurred Monday night at
the Duncan opera house and will long
be remembered as "one big dance."
The decorations were excellent,
while every other feature combined
to make the dance the big event of
the winter. The prizes were excellent
and the number of maskers exceeded
those at any former dance given by
the firemen.
The committees who had charge of
the ball were as follows:
Executive L. W. Ilfeld, W. O.
"Wood, W. A. Givens, v. H. Baily, Luis

Gentleman First prize, tobacco jar
by Baily curio store, Charles Minium,
second prize, box of cigars presented
by the Lobby, John Rudulph.
Most Appropriate Costume
First prize, one pair of
, Lady
Peter's Diamond brand shoes by M.
Danziger and Company, awarded to

the dancing girl in red with spangles
in her hair unclaimed; second prize,
ivory backed hand mirror by Red
Cross Drug company, Mrs. P. A. Linn.
Gentleman First prize, one box of
Interwoven hose by E. Rosenwald and
Son, Charles Farley; second prize,
A.
T.
Rogers,
box
of cigars by Charles Greenclay,
D.
McElroy,
P.
Guerin,
s
Sr., Secundino Romero, Howard Simp-kin- Peter Ciddio.
Most Ludicrous Costume
and A. T. Sena.
Lady, First prfte, merinos bottle by
Finance and ticket office L C. Wit-teRosenthal Furniture company, K. S.
and Charles S. Rogers.
Reception L. W. Ilfeld, W. 0. Riley; second prize, dresser clock by
Wood, Ed Simpson, D. Duran, Pablo Ike Davis, Miss Alva Fisntrarn.
Gentleman First prize, dress shirt
tJlibarrl, Secundino Romero, G. A.
h
by Joseph Taichert, Frank Fitch; secGuerto, Frank S. Guerin, M. A.
ond prize,', box of cigars' by V. Truder,
and Charles Shupp.
Door A. T. Rogers, Sr., Luis Gue- Emerson Marshall.
Prize Waltz ,
rin, George Legg, M. M Booth, W. A.
Best lady, Electric toaster by Las
Givens, A. S. Sanches, G. H. Slmp-klnEinil T. Tschann and Ii J. Vegas Light and power company, Miss
Aildredge.
Thornhill.
Best Gentleman, Navajo blanket by
Floor P. D. McElroy, C. H. Baily,
Louis Shupp, W. H. Booth, and A. T. Charles Ilfeld company, Chub SwaJlow.
Best Juvenilia Character
Senai
Girl Box of candy by Potter Candy
The judges, Mrs. Hallet Raynolds,
Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Miss Louise company, Miss Ella Booth.
Boy Box of candy by Potter Candy
Cunningham, William Springer and
Herbert Clark, announced the prize company, John Lucero.
Best Rag Dancer
winners as follows:
set by Bacharach
Toilet
Lady
and
Queen
King
King, calilng cards by Optic Pub- brothers, Miss Regina Stern.
Gentleman Frame picture by Las
lishing company and one dozen photos by Shumate studio, Mr. John W. Vegas Undertaking company, Donald
Hart.
Harris, Jr.
Best Negro Costume
Queen, bouquet of flowers by Perry
Lady Coffee percolator 'by L. W.
Onion and one dozen photos by J. L.
Ilfeld, Miss Mildred Burda and Miss
Tooker, Miss Rebecca Henriquez.
'
Florence Hensley.
Most Handsome Costume
CenKentleman Framed picture by
Lady First prize, white ostrich boa
Mr. Peter Linn.
iby Strass Bonnet Shop, Miss Fern ter Block Pharmacy;,
Dance
shoes
one
Tango
second
pair
prize,
Fitch;
Best couple, gold medals presented
toy Romero Mercantile company, Mrs.
R. J. Taupert, Miss Loveta O'Brien
by
. M. Ward
Gentleman First prize, nickel plat- and M. L. Tillman.
The list of maskers: Nathan Lewis,
ed shaving set by Winters Drug comFred Ilfeld, Indian; Dick Reyclown;
second
prize,
pair
W.
Doolin;
F.
pany,
and
ClothJoe Baca, Two Little Boys
nolds
of Dent's kid gloves by Palace
Mrs.
in
Ed Simpson, Ear of
Blue;
Joe
EUedge.
ing company,
Mrs.
Chacon,
Daisy; Lucy
Corn;
Most Original Costume
Gerald
E.
set
Greenclay,
domino;
Simpson,
toilet
First
by
prize,
Lady
Rosenwald and Son, Lydia Ciddio; clown; Alfred Rogers, wild Indian;
eecond prize, imported table cover by Arthur Rogers, poueeman; Mary FitObaido Maloof, Miss Carrie Greenber-er- . del, Goddess of Liberty; Ellen Rogers,
cowgirl; Charles Fidel, aged coon;
Gentleman First prize, umbrella Marcella Cutler, Indian girl; Isabel
presented by Mr. Greenberger, Arthur Cutler, Turkish lady; Gertrude Vogt,
Jtogers; eecond prize, framed picture baby doll; Olive Nissan, pumpkin
jpresented by J. C. Johnsen and Son, girl; H. A, Kinkaid and Raymond
Wright, Gold Dust Twins; Bessie
Charles RusselL
Nissen, snake charmer; Dewey Nis-seBest Acted Charaoter
hand
mesh
Colonial lady; Fern Fitch, ballet
silver
First
prize,
Lady
ag by E. G. Murphey, Mrs, C. S. girl; Jim Fitch, Mexican; John RudRogers;, second prize, automobile veil ulph, Optic; Sam Romero, city marby Cellers Dry Goods company, Miss shal; Pablo Aragon, devil; Fannie
Aragon, Indian girl; Mary Martinez,
Lucy Cocooa.
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A PURE CREAM OF

TARTAR POWDER

asms
crft?i A Wit

,

Approved by physicians and by food
officials, both State and National.
Awarded highest honors by the great
World's Expositions, and proved of
superior strength and purity by the
official tests.

No Alum

No Lime Phosphate

n

As every effort is made in the advertisements

of the cheap baking powders to conceal the
fact that they are made from alum, consumers must READ THE INGREDIENT
CLAUSE UPON THE LABEL on the can
and never buy unless it shows cream of
'
tartar.
,
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innyBrook
I

WlIISKLY,
Gnumunul

1

i

"Show me your friends and I will tell you who you are," Is
a saying old and true. No beverage ever had 6uch a large circle
o Loyal friends as Sunny Brook Tha Pure Food Whiskey. Its
popularity is not limited to any particular section Sunny Brookit is a safe, sane, satisfying sumf is a universal favorite everywnere.
i want, and this, combined witn its exquisite flavor, rtcit tueiioivness.
and high tome properties, have earned for bunny girook its worldwide supremacy.
Sunny Brook is bottled under the Green Government Stamp
unmistakable proof that it is straight, natural whiskey 100
besides Sunny Brook carries the guarantee of the
U. S, Standard
Largest DUtillers of Fine Old Whiskey in the World, that it is
scientifically distilled, and aged, in the good, old, honest, Sunny
Brook way.
SUNNY BROOK la now bottlwi with our own iwtent-- l
m

" Twister " stoppers.

One

'('

or

a

botde tight. No Need for Cork bcrewt

tun

,1

General Distributors!,

Albuquea-ue-

,

.

(OFFICIAL)

"In view of the overwhelming mass of evidence
antagonistic to alum, it is recommended that its

Miss Greenberger Gives
Dancing Party

use in baking powders be prohibited by law."
United States Sznztc Committee Report
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Dance

Event
One of the most enjoyable "Sleepy- Eye" parties ever given in this city,
occurred Thursdap night at the Com.
mercial club rooms when 'a number
of young people gathered for a final
dance before Lent.
Although most of those present
were tired from tne effects or tne
bic toiasquierade ball given at the
opera house on Monday night, a warm
spirit of jollity prevailed. The young
people seemed to be unusually happy,
and a more pleasant event would be
hard to Imagine.
Following the dancing which ended
at midnight, the young people congre
gated in the lobby of the club and
formed an organization. Although no
officers were elected', the name of the
club was decided upon after consider
able controversy. The name, it was
decided, is to be "Tres Moutarde
Dansant" which translated Into the
mother tongue, is alleged to mean
"Tod Much Mustard Dance." This
name is unique and although seemingly complicated In its exact meaning.
fits the spirit that will prevail at afl
the dances given by this club, which
will be jolly occasions and full of en
joyment
Those present at the dance Tuesday
evening were Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss Julia Ettinger, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss Marie Clement, Miss Lucy
Clement, Miss Jeanette Ward, Miss
Frances Myers, Missi Caroline Green- bergei;, Miss Regina Stern, Mr. O. L.
Hargrove, Mr-- Ralph Rohrer, Mr.
Waldo Twitchell, Mr. A. E. Des Mar-aiMr. Wallace Watson, Mr. Harry
Rubenstein, Mr. Frank Ettinger, Mr.
Earl Herzog, Mr. John Dudulph, Mr.
Leslie Swallow and Mr. Colbert C.
Root
Is a Happy

-

ifc

what la home
hould add "Mother's Friend."
In thousands of American homes tlier
Is a bottle of this splendid and famous remedy that has sided many a woman thrwrW
the trying ordeal, saved her from suffering
and pain, kept her In health of mind and
body la advance of baby's coming and hsl
a most wonderful Influence In developing M
tealthy, lovely disposition In the child.
There Is no other remedy so truly a hel
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieve
the pain and discomfort caused by tha
Btrain en the ligaments, makes pliant those;
fibres and mnscles which nature Is expand-In- g
and soothes the inflammation of breasS
,
glands.
Mother's Friend Is an external remedr
disall
banif.hes
nets quickly and not only
tress in advance, but assures a speedy and
Thus
complete recovery for the mother.
Bhe becomes a healthy woman with all hec
strength preserved to thoroughly enjoy th
rearing of her child. Mother's Friend cat
be had at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
end is really one of the ureatost blessiusa
ever discovered
for expectant mothers.
Write to Bradfleld Regulator Co., 12
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Oa., for their fret
book. ' Write
It Is most Instructive.
The old saying

Indians Taught
Tangoing by Squaw
Ely, Ney., Feb. 28. Headed by
George Adams, a full blooded
and champion rider of Nevada,
the younger Indians of Murray Canyon, near here, have rebelled against
the old tribal method o dancing, an&
a movement is now on root for the
erection of a white man's dance hall.
Already several of the young hucka.
on1 onllgnra or halntr Iflllpht tf tAflO- mt0.
and rag under
turkey
lage of a young squaw, who gives a
full course of lessons at a charge oC
Sho-dho-

I

Last Saturday eventn$ Miss Car
oline Greenberger entertained a few
friends at a tango party which prov
ed an enjoyable event. The affair
was closed by the serving of refresh
ments. Present were Miss Marie Rob
erts. Miss Frances Myers, Miss Ruth
Parkin, Miss Pearl Carson, Miss Regina Stern, Mr. Frank Ettinger, Mr.
Lee Gerard, Mr. Sam Greenberger,
Mr. Earl Herzog ana Mr. Harry Rubenstein.

as the fancy strikes

or harmonica
him.

Some opposition from the older
braves is being met with, and the old
chief, "Captain John," is doing all in.
his power to prevent the erection of
the dance hall. Twice a week the Indians meet at the house of Adama
'
and dance until long past daylight
)

For Aught but the Tango
We Care Not a Hang-Bright Idea Has
I
Session
We tango to the office,
Enjoyable
met
club
The Bright Idea Bridge
The merchant, lawyer, clork,
fj
We tango, say eight hours a day;
yesterday afternoon with Mrs. Clifford
A
S. Losey at a delightful session.
Then tango" home from work,
full membership of the club was pres
We tango out to dinner,
Thence tango to a show;
ent making th afternoon enjoyable
And then, perchance, take a dance
in every way. At the conclusion of
;
Till one o'clock or so.
the game refreshments were served.
i
No place escapes the tango
Present were Mrs. S. B. Davis. Jr.,
Mrs. Erie Hoke, Mrs. Hallett RayExcept a court I'll swear,
You can't budge the sturdy judge.
nolds, Mrs. E. D. Raynolds, Mrs. H.
He won't permit It there.
W, Clark, Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs.
-Anon,..:
Charles A. Spiess, Mrs. E. L, Abbett,
Mrs. L. V. Crocker, Mrs. H. M. Smith
and Mrs. E. J. McWenie.
(Continued on Page Four)
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These percolators produce cotTee that at once appeals to all lovers of good coffee because they extract
enfy the delicate aroma and delightful flavor of the bean.
Coffee thus made is harmless, because it contains a
minimum of caffein or other ingredients that make ordinary coffee harmful to many people.

Delicious Coffee in Nine Minutes
When attached to any convenient electric light
socket these percolators are ready for instant service,
They are safe, clean, convenient and reliable.
The presence of an electric percolator on potable adds that touch of "something difFercnt" in
'
"something better in keeping with HaviLini cl
and Sterling silverware.
and see cur many different s';'c
Come in
and sizes.
.

to-d- ay

club.
V

5

4

.The. Friday Whist club met

this

week with Mrs. Clarence Men at a
sa
session. The afternoon
1owd' with the serving of refroi
raonts.

n,

J2.50.
Music for the dances is furnished;
by Indian Dave, an old and nearly
blind brave, who uses either a violin,

s,

Benedicts to
Have Mock Trial
Friday night at the Hotel Romaine,
the Benedict club of the West side
will hold a mock trial which promises
tol be one of the most unique and in
teresting affairs ever given by this
organization. The trial will be for
tne conviction of Conrad Frank on the
charge of murder. Charles Howe will
be the judge of the court Eugene Lu
jan will be the prosecuting attorney,
Ben Fulgenzi will be the assistant
prosecuting attorney; Tommy Kain
and C. Martinez will be the attornies
for the defense. Charles Baca will be
the sheriff and Reyes Seura will take
the part of the dead man's wife.
The trial promises to be full of
humorous events and doubtless will
be witnessed by the full membership

r

ft mother

r,

,

"Sleepy-Eye- "

Comfort mtii Safety Assure.!
tii Arrival of the Stork.

,

s,

GreSpanish girl; (Carlos Vigil, Indian; Macon, Jap girl; Millie Meisener,
bliua man; Edith cian girl; Clara Prime, school kid;
Lionel Ward,
Wright, harem girl; Alta Fishburn, Viola Musil, school kid; Mrs. P. A.
A. Linn, Elks'
parcel post; Mrs. Dell, nurse girl; Linnt peasant girl; P.
baseball playW.
C.
Hatch,
Mary Romero, princess; Ralph Ciaaio, minstrel;
Santa Glaus; Lydia Ciddio, Christmas er; H. C. Davey, $16,000 federal league
tree; Anna Kiss, peasant flower wom player; Emerson Marshall, negro
an; Joe wanm, pennam ooy; rraiin. dude; Mrs. LF. Wright, civil war
Jones, negro; Eva Jones, princess of girl; L. P. Wright, chinaman; Miss
carnival; Florence Akers, Juliet; Ka-- Alldrege, Merry Widow; Joe Elledge,
therino Varela, engineer; Roland Ap- - Man of 1920 ,v Mrs. W. H. Coleman,
A. Hepner, colpel, baseball player; Charles Minium, housemaid; Mrs. C.
H.
W.
Coieman,
Clar
Jr., house
M.
maid;
lege
clown;
Bieni,
Jew peddler;
ence Hite, negro; Dan Burke, 1914 maid; Murray Carleton, Indian; R. W.
K. H. Riley,
boy; Joe Rubio, Mexican; Florence Lord, railroad man;
Rubio, gypsy; C. W. Russell, black summer girl; L. W. Ilfeld, coon; Joe
smith ; L. R. Hamibw, clown; Max Lucero, box factory; Mrs. Ike BachIlfeld, negro sport; Albert Greenber- arach, girl in pink; Mrs. C. H. Bally,
Mrs.
Charles
ger, yellow kid; John Tra'hey, hasher; farmer's daughter;
Mrs.
Herman
Ba
Charles
schoolgirl;
Greenclay,
Ed Hanson, negro sport;
ca, clown; Susie Storz, pompadour; Ilfeld, High school girl; Miss Carrie
M. L. Tillman, ghost; Mary Stanley, Greenberger and Miss Regina Stern,
W. Ilfeld, schoolSpanish dancer; Rose Lujan, Dutch two gypsies; Mrs, L.
girl; Mary Valdez, Spanish girl; Lucy girl.
Coca, Indian girl; Howard Kroner,
Turk; F. Sosaya, clown; G. A. Aten- Welcoming Party
No.
A.
1.;
cio, clown; Frank FIteh,
For Mrs. Lehman.
Damacio Quintana, Chinaman; A.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Lehman, formerly
scrub woman; Miguel Gallndre, of Las Vegasi, are now pleasantly locolored sport; Jose D. Maes, colored cated in Maxwell. Mr. Lehman has
sport; Mrs. J. D. Maes, dairy; Mrs. had charge of the Farmers' restaurant
Ed O'Brien, farmers wife; Marie Hay-war- in that place since the first of the
Japanese girl; Fred'Lewis, com- year, and is reported as doing well.
mon turn; Arian Farley, Jplckannlny; Mrs, Lehman remained here until FriMrs.. Tony Sena, Japanese girl; Mrs. day of last week, when she joined
F. M. Mares, Filipino girl; Mrs. M. M. her husband. The Maxwell Mail de
Booth, cotton girl; Ella Booth, fairy; scribes the welcoming party, given in
Carl Regensberg, Indian; Arthur Se- her honor, as follows:
na, Uncle Sam; C. T. Farley, George
Mrs. Gus Lehman arrived last Fri
Washington; Mrs. C. T. Farley, maid: day night to join her husband, and
Helen Johnson, dancing girl; Viola will make her home here. The Leh-Ground, nurse; R. W. Smith, lieuten- mans have lived In Las Vegas for
ant; E. C. Thornhill, Company H; several years, where they were in
Earl Jones, Company H; John Crltes, business, and have a host of friends.
Mr. Lehman came here about the
Uncle Sam; Mrs. C. S. Rogers, washerwoman; O. M. Ward , conductor, first of the year to take charge' of
Mrs. O. ML Ward, skating girl; B. the Fanners' restaurant, and after
Marshall, nigger dude; Pete Ciddio, a few weeks he lifted the prospects so
Pascual Orozco, Jr.; Mrs. Pete Ciddio, well that he bought the restaurant.
sweet pea girl; Grace Jones, Indian Mrs. Lehman remained In Las Vegas
girl; B. Schlott, gingerbread man; pending a decision.
Mrs. Lehman arrived on No, 10
Dave Cole, clown; Simon Bacharach,
clown; Jacto Brown, clown; Ed O' Friday, and the same evening Mr.
Brien, clown; Ed Roberts, clown; Bar Lehman invited a number of town
ney Beswick, ghost; Simon Lewis, people to come In and meet his wife,
J. L. Some 40 guests responded to the incaDtain: Jim Young, diablo;
Stance, Irishman; Mike Jujan, clown; vitation, and bid Mrs. Lehman welM. B. Sena, Indian; A. Baca, Indian; come to the city, a delightful evenG. M. Jones, clown; Nellie Chance, ing was spent by the guests, some
French dancer; Vincent Montoya and in dancing, others in social chatter.
Nick Cordova, tailors' models; Miss1 Not the least pleasing feature of the
Nelson, Yama Yama; D. 0. Evans, evening was the refreshments, which
clown: J. R. Gooch, sailor boy; C. C. Mr. Lehman, who is a master baker,
Davis, clown; Don Hart, red devil; prepared for his guests.
Orrin Blood, red devil; Cecil Boucher,
red devil; Chub Swallow, clown; W.
C. Dennis, Irishman; R. F. Johnson, Mrs. Hammond Hostess
clown; "Mac" Evans, clown; Charles To the Round Dozen
The Round Dozen club met Thurs
Jones, brown devil; Robert Hart,
Yama Yama; Dr. C. S. Losey, clown; day afternoon with Mrs. E. L. Ham
Manuel Henriquez, clown; Madeline mond at a delightful session closed
PreRcnt were
Corrigan, Katblyn; Theresa Patschio- - with refreshment!.
ske, gypsy girl; Mildred Burda and Mrs. F. I Myers, Mrs. George A
Florence Hensley, Gord Dust Twins; Fleming, Mrs. Clifford S. Losey, Mrs
William Charles, cowboy; Martha Re L. V. Crocker, Mrs. W. J, Lucas, Mrs
el, er, summer girl; F. W. Doolin Clarence Hen, Mrs. ;'. W. Wesner
Romeo, Herman Ilfeld, clown; Edna and Mrs. E. L. Ahbett.

at

the armory last night, a number of
the young society folk arranged for a
dance at the Commercial club rooms
In honor of the Albuquerqueans. The
dance started immediately after the
game. It was an enjoyable event and
much enjoyed :by all. Those present
Included Mr. and Mrs. E. J. McWenie,
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ilfeld, Mrs. C.
H. Baily. Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Mrs.
T. C. Evans, Miss Mary Harris, Miss
Regina Stern, Miss Elizabeth Coors,
Misa Caroline Greenberger, Miss Marie Mann, Miss Louise Cunningham,
Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss De Salx
Evans, Miss Emma Tamme, Miss Sa
die Tooker, Mr. Orrln Blood, Mr.
Donald Hart, Mr. Lee Gerard, Mr.
Frank Ettinger, Mr. Leslie Witten,
Mr. O. L. Hargrove, Mr. William
Springer, Mr. Prentice White," Mr.
Harold Stewart, Mr. Cecil Paice, Mr.
Cecil Boucher, Mr. John Harris, Mr.
A. E. DeMarais, Mr. Sam Greenber
ger, Mr. A, G. Margraf and Mr. Ralph
Rohrer. The Albuquerque boys present at the affair were Jack La Praik,
Fred Calkins, Ed Doran, Ray McCan-na- ,
Gordon Gass, Joe McCanna, Hugh
Carlisle, Frank Shufflebarger, Harry
Frank, R. F. Hutchinson, Floyd Lee
and P. Lester Lee.
4
Delightful Party
At Stern Home
Sunday evening at her home Miss
Regina Stern entertained at a delightful party. Many interesting forms of
entertainment occupied the evening,
which was enjoyable in every way.
Refreshments closed the party. Present were Miss Marie Mann, Miss
Pearl Carson, Miss Caroline Green-lergeMiss Frances Myers, Mr. Or- rin. Blood, Mr. Frank Ettinger, Mr:
Lee Gerard, Mr. Waldo Twitchell, Mr.
Sam Greenberger, Mr. Earl Ifcrzog
and Mr. Harry Rubenstein.
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than the proatest artist who ever
sany or played, more tliaa the great1
II
est painter ever received for a picture
upon which ho sperms a correspondESTABLISHED 1273.
ing amount of time, more than the
greatest sculptor or poet or Inventor
r
or benefactor of the race ever received
Published by
for an hour's work or a day's work or
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
a week's work, more than the vast
(Incorporated.)
majority of them ever received for
New York,, Feb. 28. A new dance,
single achievement and more than known as the 'VrhivarJ," has been
any
. M. PADGETT.
.Editor.
many of them received for a life's brought over from Europe by returnwork.
ing tourists and is ejected soon to
The disparity does not end here by figure on ball programs in this city.
any means. While the slangy fough-ridin- The dancoY begins with a minuet,;
spectacular and ''picturesque" changes shortly to a "rag" full of
Entered at the postofflce at East Billy Sunday gets $35,000 for eight life and go, passes tnen. to a waltz or
weeks' work, thousands of far abler figure Boston, and finally ends in a
n
s Vegas, New Mexico, for
ministers
of the gospel and friends of simplified form of maxixe. The "Chiv-ari- "
through the United States
toil' infinitely harder, and
second
matter.
humanity
as
class
steps are said to be so simple
$wlt
very much more effectively in the long that they can be learned In two or
run, for a mere fraction of $35,&00. It three lessons, but enough thought is
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
is only when one compares
such) required to keep the dancer on the
Daily, by Carrier
"hire,"' even though every laborer is alert the whole time.
I .05
Copy
1
thereof, with the pay of pugil. J5 worthy
Week
Officers of the transatlantic liners
ists and artists that $35,000 seems
.65
Month
V
small. Compared with the wages re- report the month now ended 10 have
7.60
- j
Year
ceived by most of the people trying been one of the worst they have exDally, by Mall
to make the world better it is prince- perienced in years. It haa been a
$6.00
iSae year (In advance)
month of severe cold and alumst conly. Kansas City Journal.
8.00
tfftx. Months (In advance)- o tinuous storms. Every ship arriving
7.50
.
no Year (in arrears)
from Europe has come In from three
S.75
"Kx Months (in arrears)
dajys to a weekj or more behind her
scheduled time. After reaching the
CURRENT MAGAZINES
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
4 docks the passengers have lost no
4GROWER
4time in scrambling ashore and few
4
4
ae Year
.$2.00 Afraid She Can't Stand Her Husband have appeared elated over having had
mx Months
. 1.00
several days extra board and lodging
Much Longer
The American "Magazine has been at the expense of the steamship lines.
offering prizes for the best letters In One veteran 'captain who brought his
(Cash In Advance for Mall
the contest entitled "What I Am Most ice coated liner into port this week
Subscription!)
letters declared the weather had been the
Remit by check, draft or money Afraid Of." The
worst he had ever experienced in the
are
In
number.
the
Mach
we
ts Ser. If sent otherwise
published
will not
The following is an extract from a 35 years he had been at sea.
a responsible for loss.
t
Specimen copies free on application letter that won first prize:
The department of health Is about
"My husband is a man whom nothno matter how hard we try, to begin a campaign against the free- suits;
ing
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
how well we do anything, instead of lunch counter because of its alleged
EXPIRATION OF TIME
praise some fault is always found, tendency to spread disease. The free
PAID FOR
some defect pointed out, until all joy lunch is such a firmly established in
in accomplishment is lost I have tri stitution in this city that no attempt
'But efare
Advertisers
guaranteed the ed to he a true helpmate, to hold up will be made to abolish it.
ttirgest dally and weekly circulation my end and do my part in the build forts will be made to improve the
methods of dispensing tho pretzels,
4 any newspaper in northern New ing of the home.
r "
Mexico.
husband
business
a
haa
"My
paying bits of cheese and "hot dogs" to the
sure but moderate! dividends, plenty saloon patrons. The public health offor us to live upon comfortably and ficials declare the common barroom
TELEPHONES
to
lay aside something for the future, fork to be the greatest menace
business Office ..
Main 2
a
in
rest
forks
health.
These
usually
but we have always scimped. I could
Wews Department
...Maln
never make the provisions last long glass of water between attacks on the
unenough, though not & scrap was wast- lunch. In an examination recently
found
were
dertaken
disease
germs
him
I
and
to
tell
dreaded
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1914. ed,
always
when anything was ' needed for the on nearly every fork examined. The
family. Often I have managed to earn saloon proprietors will 'probably be
"BILLY" AND "WILLIE"
a little money, and have bought extra required to prepare the free lunch in
provisions in order to escape the In- individual portions or to furnish each
The daily papers a few days ago evitable
a separate plate and
faultfinding attendant upon customer with
T abllshed two interesting items, sepa any
request for household wants. I fork.
rated by a varying number of pages was sayinji.aiialrgftur&ful and would
For the first time in the history of
!'it linked together by their
have been glad" even to scimp when
Bellevue
connection. One article told
hospital, women, have qualinecessary, if only a Iitx'e appreciation
fied to become ambulance doctors.
iow "Billy- - Sunday, the famous re had been, accorded.
inuefforts.
vivalist, was to geft $33,000 for a
"At meals the principal topic of Two young women doctors from the
-Cornell medical school have passed
enuous eight weeks' campaign conversation was the
high prioe of
his Satanic majesty in the every article of food, until all com the examinations and itfis now up to
of Pittsburgh, Pa. The other told fort was gone and It would seem that the board of trustees of the hospital
'how Willie Ritchie, lightweight cham every morsel of food would choke me, whether they shall become full fledg!
plon of the world, expected to "clean yet I tried to jrat a brave face upon ed Internes. The position carries no
with it, but the city provides
Bp' something like $100,000
during the matter aritf as often as possible salary
full maintenance and the positions
the next eight or nine months. Willie introduce some other subject
tos already received offers, according "How the little one? and I would are generally sought by young doctors
.
to the sporting columns, for a number do the many chores about the house for the sake of the practice which it
of fights at $1,000 a round $10,000 and, make all bright and cheery,,hop- gives. In. the case of tho two young
women the beard of trustees may se
; for 50 minutes'
work, excluding toe ing to please 'Papa,' but he had al
fit to exercise its rrgtit to reject any
um9 for rests between rounds. was
a
ways
always fault
grievance,
especially eince there Is
applicant,
There are those wjp' will be dispos finding," and if there could be no pos
some
about quarters for the
Question
to
sible
ed
complain of the discrimination
complaint made about things at women
as tho hospital has
j.
practiced In the cases of these two home, he would fret about business af- no room doctors,
for
them.
fitted
eminent Differs. The SundayLcham-jion- s fairs, the weather, hard times, what it
will declare thai their man car- cost us to live ou, and so on, until. InThe first national efficiency expories a knockout punch in either lung stead of looking forward to the home
sition and conference is to be held
w-- and
the
of
husband
and
father,
they will argue that $35,00i) for coming
in the Grand Central Palace early in
eight weeks' work, Is nothing short of learned to dread it and watched his
tinder the auspices of the Eft'
April
""ham-and- "
face
seldom
;
any-anxiously,
finding
wages, not worthy the digSociety, Incorporated. The r.
ciency
and
but fAtulance
nity of
hardglove ar- thing written 'there
l
will show the Increasing appli
hibits
"
"
tists especially in view of the fact discontent
cation of scientific, methods to modern
;hat the Sunday 'bout was pulled off "Yet he is what would be called a conditions), and there will be assembl
In Pittsburgh, where the man who sits good husband, with good morals, tem ed
displays of appliances, methods,
in the corner opposite Satan has to perate, just and honest in business and products in the fields of Industri
"extend himself In order to get any dealings," yet eadly lacking in
educa
and feeling free to vent all his al, mechanical, gove rnmental,
lnd of favorable decision.
household efficiency. Spectional
and
When one gets outside the sport at- disconteat upon his fjamily, often by ial invitations to
participate in the
childmosphere and contemplates the situa- jamming of doors," and other
to be held during the"
conferences
tion dispassionately, it does seem rath- like modegi of expressing his anger.
will be issued to state and
upon
er unfair to pay a pugilist $10,0t)0 or How could I urge
officials, heads of colleges
municipal
annoim-cemehalf an hour's work, regardless of the my children when tae simple
and universities, scientific organizawas
or
flour
that the
sugar
fact that his task is to beat up his
tions and authorities on efficiency.
would bring on such an exhibi
opponent, while the Jnan who "takes out,
on" the father of lies" gets only a pal- tion of temper?
In; entering upon a campaign of
for me to take
He was
apartment house construction young
try 35,000 for eight weeks' work di- an active unwilling
or
char
church
part in any
vided Into innumerable round3. For
Vincent Astor has made rather a
itable organization!, begrudging the
d
la
merely staying
eight time
Pittsburgh
departure from the policy
some
slight
given, and fearing
weeks a
With
for
Christian ought
eratlona
ger
to get more than that, according to expense might be incurred.to the time
to the Astor uoldirgs in N v
some more or less popular Ideas of "When I look forward
lcrk
It has been the custom
that my children will have gone out o- - iberealty. to hold
fast to tvsty
Carnegieville. For fighting .'sin eight
family
home for good, the dreadful
of ground It has acquired !n th
foot
weeks without Intermission the purse from the
fear that I not be able to hold out,
ought, to he about a million dollars, comes
metropolis, but seldom has any of
upon me; the fear that I shall the Astor
money gone Into building
according to the lightweight Bcale,
out
and
all
to
leave
go
it
be tempted
With soma notable
improvements.
Billy and Willie seem to be at
from my home and make a place for
ends 0f the road of life.
It myself, where peace and quiet will be exceptions, it has been the rule to
let others do the building and for the
nmtkes one pensive If not positively
mine, is constantly before me the
i ' Ful to
contemplate the dramatic fear that after all tnese years of en- Astor estate to collect only the ground
rents. The present head of tha family
T i' r re in the viewpoints of society
durance I shall fail, and render of no
which makes such a grotesque divi- evidently Is t the opinion that It
livavail the long struggle after right
will be a better policy to Improve all
ui of reswli possible.
Here is one
ing. Is What I Am Most Afraid Of."
of the land owned by the family and
Trann trying to make the world better,
thereby collect the additional revenue
"'j r; to male people lire the clean
derived from the rents of the stores,
tnd decent life, trying to xaatca evfl
SUMMERS IS BEATEN
'
, f,urit
i'
Feb. 28.
He gets $35,000 for
dwellings and apartments.
Melbourne, Australia,
t wh i n,f this arduous labor. Here "Alt" Moorey.a middleweight pugilist
New York hotel keepers, with an
otl i r n m, trying only to batter today defeated Johnny Summers, for(
f Mows into, submission, trying mer welterweight champion of Eng- eye to the advertising end of thoir
' to lnxk his opponents insensi-- l land, on a foul in the seventh, round. business, frequently engage in a spir' r to
'
i
prove that he can Summers foiKht unfairly throughout ited rivalry to secure as guests any
f and fastest
h
i
M
Tie
the bout and struck the referee when member of royalty or other distin11
guished foreigner who visits these
' r 0 .uinutcs' work more the decision was announced.
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Amelia Brefeld
shores.

But the announcement that
Mohammed, All Mirza,
of Persia, is coming over this summer has
failed to stir any enthusiasm in the
breasts of the bonifaces. The most of
them freely admit that they are not
desirous of entertaining the
as a guest They know little of him
personally and have no dislike for
him.
But they have heard stories
concerning his father nd predecessor
on the Persian throne, that are not
to their liking as hotel keepers. They
are afraid that a visit from the ev
shah and his suite would cost them
more than the advertising would bo
worth. It is recalled that when the
late shah made tours of Europe he
was in the habit of converting his
plopping places whether palace f or
hotel, into slaughter houses. To satisfy their religious prejudices the
shah and his suite would kill and cook
sheep in their sleeping apartments. H
is said to have cost a Paris hotel
keeper $30,000 to put the apartments
in habitable order after the departure
of the shah. Although It is known that
Mohammed All Mirza is more sophisticated than his predecessors, and !s
not likely to commit any of the faux
pas that made his father's European
tours memorable, nevertheless the
New York Hotel keepers think It safer to take no chances.
h

h

'

'

William Church Osborn, whff' is
slated for the chairmanship of the
democratic state committee if the reform element gains control of that
body, l? an experienced politician, lie
I ecame active in the game before ho
was out of college. Wftile a Prince
ton student in 1884 e tooR an active
part in the Cleveland campaign, and
in the same year was elected chairman of the Putnam county democratic
committee, the youngest man who had
ever filled that position. In 1894 Mr.
Osborn was an unsuccessful candidate
for the state senate! ia a hopelessly
republican district He has held appointive office twice. Governor Roosevelt appointed him a member of the
state lunacy commission.
He held
that position for two years. For
about one .year he Was legal adviser
to Governor Dix. Mr. Osborn is a
man of great wealth and also a man
of large affairs. His wife before marriage was Miss Alice Dodge, daughter
of William B. Dodge, the millionaire
philanthropist A brother of Mr. Osborn is Prof. Henry Fairfield Osborn,
noted scientist and head of the America:! Museum of Natural History.
TORREON

NOT EVACUATED

1

Is Monday Bride

Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock at
the home of Rev. Father Adratn
Rebeyrolle occurred the wedding of
Miss Amelia Brefeld of this 'ity and
Mr. C N. Cunningham of Belen, N.
M!.
Following the ceremony a wedding eupper was served at the bride's
home, and later the happy couple left
for the east where they will spend

their

r'i

I

:
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latest token of friendship in jewelry is in the Friendship Bracelet.
Dainty, small and inexpensive.

THE

honeymoon.

In Silver

'

-

Gold

:

-

$100

.

$1.25

to $6.00

$1.25 to $2.00

Also Friendship Circles in Brooches and
Scarf Pins. Not just fads but attractive
jewelry. Call and see them at

TAUPERTS
Kir?

'

Ta'.i Kappa Meets
With Miss Greenclay.
The Tau Kappa club met last Saturday night with Miss Leona Green-claand enjoyed one of the most
unique and interesting sessions In the
history of the organization. All the
young ladies of the club who attended
were dressed In harem costumes, making the party a novel occasion. The

. 175c o

--

Gold Filled

'

Lent Begins and
Gaiety Decreases
Now that Lent has started social
events as a whole will decrease in
number during the next several weeks.
This comes with a source of regret
to the society editor,1 but doubtless
society folk will find that they needed
itlie.ret Dauces will be few, if any,
while' parties will not be frequent.
Many of the Informal social clubs will
continue to meet regularly.
Thus far this year the social season
has been lively, while the enjoyment
derived from the many events could
not be measured by any Instrument
for recording such things. Dances,
parties and affairs of all kinds have
been in vogue, but now society folk
will devote themselves to spiritual affairs until the closing of Lent Maybe.

P

.
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Mrs. Cunningham Is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Freer Drereld of tills
city and has resided here practically
her entire life. She Is a young woman of much ability and has many
'
"
friends.
Mr. Cunningham Is a well known
resident of Belen. He is employed as
a locomotive engineer by the Santa
Fe Railway company and is one of
the most popular young men on his
division.
Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham will be at
home in Belen following their wedding trip.
;
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Unemployments after a two days' consideration of the problem.
This bureau wiuld act as a clearing house and woula further the distribution of labor. The resolution further recommended that existing private employment agencies, run for
profit, be brought under the inspection of and control of the federal and
state authorities.
A sharp attack on government em-- '
ployment bureaus, many of which
have been established throughout the
country In an effort to solve the problem of the unemployed, was made today by William M. Leiserson of Madi,

'

.

-

Oats took the same course as other
Rumors of aaaitional imports
from Canada had little influence.
Chances of a large increase in warehouse stocks dragged down provisions.
Besides, there was a break In the hog
market. First sales were 2V&5 cents
to 7 lower with no outlook for any
good rally.
The last sales were as follows:
Wheat, May 94; July 88.
Corn, May 67; July 66.
Oats, May 40; July 40.
Pork, May $21.27.
Lard, May $10.55; July $10.72Ribs, May $11.35; July $11.45.
grain.

-

son, Was.

y

AUTO DRIVER KILLED
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 28. Paul
Frederic Stegal, employe of a Los An-

'

geles automobile firm, was killed today when his car, on the way w the
Santa Monica grand prix race, struck
evening was. delightfully closed by a curb and turned turtle.
. a.
tha serving of refreshments. The
members of the club expressed their
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
regret when it was announced that
Kansas City, Feb. 28. Hogs, reMiss Lucy Myers had withdrawn from
membership, due to the fact that she ceipts 1,000. Market 10 cents lower.
is to leave next week for Wichita, ;Bulk $S.408.55; heavy $8.508.fi0;
Kas., where she will, remain for an packers and butcers S8.458.55;
indefinite times present at the meet- lights $8.358.50; pigs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 100. Market steady.
ing were Miss Ruby Jones, Miss Ruth
Nahm, Miss Loralne Lowry, Miss Prime fed steers $8.609.35; dressed
Edith Tooker, Miss Elizabeth Parnell, beef steers $7.258.50;
western
Miss Mary Lowry and Miss Grace steers $78.75; southern sheers $7.25
Lord.
8.50; cows
$4.257.75; heifers
$6.75 9 ; stockers and feeders $6,25
7.80; buls. $77. 50; calves ?6.50

Chihuahua City, Feb. 28. A rumor
that the federals had evacuated Tor-reowas denied by General Francisco
Villa today, who announced that the
date of his departure for the south
still Is uncertain. He added that he
would not leave until after the arrival
11.
of the commission to Investigate the UEOii EXCHANGE FOR
Sheep, receipts 5,000. - Market steaS.
Benton.
death of William
'
Lambs $7. 257.90; yearlings
dy.
It became known today that Gen$6.
256.
90; wethers $5.406;" ewes
OOVEEIilENTPEOFOSED
eral Chao Is arranging for the pur$55.70.
chase of $3,000,000 of silver bullion to
serve; as a basis for a new issue of
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE notes. It ia said bankers will accept NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON UNSUGGESTS
New York, F
28. 'The
EMPLOYMENT
market
certain ranches and houses, confisAlf T- - lUADICDe
'firm.
Traders
closed
confident
.
bought
cated by the rebels, aa payment
fro-ly today and caused a further retreat
-v
!
j
i;J
New York, Feb. 28. A resolution of the shorts, gteel and lliikm Pacift
ELECT' CLEVELAND
PRESIDENT urging the establishment, in the fed- fic were foremost in the movement,
Boston, Feb. 28. Richard F. Cleve- eral department of labof of a bureau and there were signs of growing bullland, son of former President Grover of distribution, with th,e"p6wer to es- ish activity among the specialties.
Cleveland and a student at , Phillips-Exete- r tablish
exchanges Lessening of the tension over the Mexemployment
academy, was elected presi- throughout tha country .to supplement ican situation was influential in sprt-teredent of theiInterscholastic Associa- the work now being done by the state
buying. The forward movement
tion of Amateur Athletics of New Eng- and municipal bureaus was adopted proceeded without Interruption to the
land at the annual jneetlng today.
today by the National Conference on end of the session. Gains among most
of the jroeculatlve stocks were confin
ed to fractions, but numerous specialties rose 1 to 5 poImjB. Bonds were
steady. The closing quotations were:
74
TE-2-E
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar . .,..,.jvi;,....,..,v....l07
. . . . 97
Atchison ' , " .: . ...
.
...
.'
,
Reading
....165
DUBINSKEY BROSS. INC. PRESENT
.... 94
Southern pacific
THE M6ST POWERFUL STORY EVER STAGED,
Vnion Pacific
rv..
,..162
.... 66
United States Steel . . . ,
United States Steel, pfd.
....110
.

Health
and Beauty
Follow the

Correct FMng
of a GOSSARD CORSET

d

,

.

DUNCAN. 58,12

..........

..........

.....

"THE jp
SHED

The

News-Pres-

s

Bsner Than

;

AID"

Says
DAVID

G1AIIAH

PHILLIPS

Book

More Laughs, More Thrills, More Common Sense
and tha Best Acting In Any Play That Has
Ever Been Staged Here
COMPLETE DUPLICATE IN EVERY PARTICULAR OF
HE ORIGINAL NEW YORK PRODUCTION

Special Prices for this Engagement Only

PRICES

SlOO

-

75c - 50c

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Feb. 28. Predictions

of

colder weather helped today to steady
the wheat market. There was also a
hardening effect from Bigns that
world shipments would be, light. Russian offers continued free, but were
offset by reports that but little of the
Argentine crop was rjt for milling.
Opening quotations varied from
Vi, off to a shade
advance, with the
market later holding at : about last
night's level. The close was weak
VaWY to
under last night
Corn developed some firmness with
uheat Absence of demand from the
east was ignored. Prices. started unlower and then rose
changed to
moderately all around. Closing prices
were steady at the same as last night
to
higher.

.

Ifoalth' because Gossard" corsets give correct abdominal
support, a natural waist and
and a back line true to nature.
Beauty follows, because the
foundation of Beauty is perfect healthy Our observations
convince us that the women
who wear Gossard Corsots
enjoy good health,
The models shown abovs
are but two of the d!s-tlngulshed
family
of;
original Gossard front-lacin- g
corsets.
Both
are sold by us and are
worn by the most
women.

i

!;

par-tlcul- ar

Regardless of the price you
pay for any Gossard Corset,
you are assured of complete
wearing satisfaction. Added
to this you may have health"
and beauty.
Various models to
from,

at

$2.00,

$3.50

choose
and

$5.00.

For Sale by

Bacharach

Bros,

Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez made a
short business trip to Los Alamos this
V
morning.

PERSONALS
M

!,

-

J. D. Davidson of Albuquerque was
visitor In Las Vegas today.
T. H. Bell of El Paso, Tex., was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
IB. J. Dunn of Albuquerque was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
Noil Spewy of Santa Fe arrived In
the city last night for a few days',
business visit.
John Nelson cams in yesterday
evening from his home in Optimo for
a short business visit.
H. W. Kelly of the firm of Gross
Kelly & Company, left yesterday evening for Albuquerque on a short business visit
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
this division of the Santa Fe Railway
In
, company, was a business visitor
Las Vegas today. Ha lives in Raton,
W. H. Comstock came in yesterday
evening from Kansas, where ho has
been for the past several months.
Mr. Comstock was formerly located In
this city.
H. R. Minton and G. H. Grim, representatives for the Ciholic Register,
a weekly publication issued In Denver,
were business visitors in Las Vegas
.yesterday.
F. T. Walker returned last night
from the Grand Canyon, where he has
been for the past two weeks with relatives, viewing the eights of the famous gorge.
W. A. Cameron, traveling passenger agent for this division of the Santa Fe Railway company, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today. lie
lives in El Paso.
Mrs. F. B. Dearth, returned to her
home in Albuquerque today after having been the guest of Mrs. Arthur
Jngston for the past three weeks.
Mrs. Dearth is a cousin of Mrs. Lang-Etorepresentative for
the Earickson. and Sabm Brokerage
company, returned last night from
Mora;, where he had been, on a short
business visit He was accompanied
by Jack McNeill, E. J. Dunn and Gus
Speieher.
J. V. Jenkins of Denver, representative of the Missouri Valley Bridge and
Iron company, the corporation which
constructed the new bridge on Prince
street, was here today on his way to
his headquarters in Denver from Arizona, where he has been on a short
business trip.
Ben Struckman, representative of
Picture
the Pathe Weekly Motion
Company, accompanied by P. H. Le
Noir, secretary of the Y. M. C, A., and
A.-- E. De Marals, assistant secretary,
left this afternoon for El Porvenir,
where they will spend tomorrow. Mr.
Struckman wants to get some mountain views.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University,
returned this afternoon from an extended business trip over the state.
Last night at Santa Fe Dr. Roberts
addressed an audience in attendance
at a county school exhibit. Dr. Roberts spoke of the possibilities of increasing such an exhibit He stated
this afternoon that the Santa Fe county exhibit was the best ever given in
that county.
C. B. Lewis, local

r
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able tumbling by the High school and
Normal lads. The floor was slick and R
GEO. II. HUNKER, Vice Pres
'. HARRIS, Pres
SIG NAHM, Vice
the boya frequently turned complete
JOHN"
body rolls in their scramble for the
CECILIO ROSENWALD, Secretary
ball. It was anybody- game from the
start and at several times the score
was tied.
liberal lo its customers yet conservative in its toacaeraeEHfie
The lineup for tae championship
game was' as fallows:
Albuquerque Forwards, Jack Lapraik and Ray JlcCanna; centers, Joe
N. M. "
DEFEATS NEW MEXICO UNIVER-SIT- McCanna and Frank Shufflebarger;
Calkins
Fred
and
Ed
BASKETBALL
Dorah.
TEAM BY
guards,
Y. M. 0.
' SCORE OF 43 TO 33
Prentice
Invites your account either commercial or Savings. We pay 4 per cent on Saving
White and Robert Hart; center, John
The state championship basketball Webb; guards, Ltrry Larrazolo and
counts, oa Checking Accounts 2 per cent
honors were practically clinched by Harold Stewart ' l
the Y. M. C. A. team last night when
it defeated the New Mexico University
five by the score of 43 to 33. The FEDERAL LEAGUE TO
"Cyclone" Thompson has started on
High school freshmen team defeated
a six months' tour of the world and
BH
the New Mexico Normal University
bum
Jr ad fa W tm,i0
SHIFT ITS PLAYERS says he expects to come back the
i "
W
freshmen in a preliminary by a score
middleweight champion. "Cyclone"
of 8 to 7.
neglects to ay where he expects to
YOUR
The Albuquerque-La- s
Vegas game MEETING AT CHICAGO TODAY 13 meet the middleweight champ.
undoubtedly was the best exhibition
FOR PURPOSE OF BALANCof basket tossing seen in Las Vegas
Just as he was about to leave
ING THE TEAMS
this year. The game was' well played
to report to the Buffalo club
and technical points were credited to
Baseman
Third
Frank O'Rourke was
2S.
Seven managers
Chicago, Feb.
players on both teams. The local of the Federal league met In secret pinched for wife desertion. Curses
team, although apparently crippled session
at the Chicago Athletic asso on 'em.
of Main
at the start by the loss of a star
to sort out their teams
ciation
today
was
taken
guard, Frank Winters, who
AEROPLANE KILLS TWO
from the 200 or more players the
ill yesterday morning, played an exFeb. J8. Fethy Bey
Constantinople,
claim
to
bav'5
leaders
signed
league
ceptional game and the score Indi- The
is Otto Knabe and iSadia Bey, young officers of the
manager
missing
cates easily its superiority over the
of the Baltimore team,' whow train Turkish military aviation corps, were
Albuquerqueans.
killed today while attempting to fly
was reported delayed.
h
The first basket was scored by the
from
Constantinople to,, Alexandria,
Manager William Phillips of Indianlocals, and, during the entire first half
After leaving Damascus on
Egypt.
of
Buffalo,
apolis,
Larry Schlatly
they continued to push the ball into
to Jerusalem the aeroplane
the
way
Stovall of Kansas City,
the basket regularly. At the end of George
broke
down
in midair and the two
am
St.
Will'
Brown
Louis,
jf
the half the score stood 27 to 15 in
Tinker aviators fell with it from a high altiGessler
of
Pittsburgh,
Joseph
favor of the Y. M. C. A.
of Chicago ana William Bradley , of tude.
,
The Varsity seemed to have awakhand. Bradley will
ened at thet beginning of the second Brooklyn, werejon
, STRIKE IS CONCLUDED
represent the Brooklyn team,, temporhalf,, and scored two more poiiit's than
Lisbon, Portugal Feb. 28. An anwas hinted lhat
ind
it
at
least,
arily
the locals, the score for this half be
he might get the place permanently nouncement of the conclusion for the
ing 18 to, 16. However, the big lead should Robert B.
Ward, the Brooklyn present of the revolutionary railway
that the locals had accumulated dur
Ms efforts to persuade strike In Portugal was made today by
in
fail
owner,
ing the first half brought the final Cnristie
Mathejvson or Sam Crawford the committee directing the moveresult of the game in their favor.
to undertake the leadership. It was ment. AH the strikers have been orThe weak points qt the Duke City
too, (that Gessler accepted dered to return to work.
team were two. They were unable rumored,
This action of the committee is rethe
j place with the underPittsburgh
to display consistent team work, while
to
the garded in official circles as certain to
that ie might retire
the forwards found it difficult at standing
ranks
bring about tranquility throughout the
another
if
satisfactory
manager
times to break away from the husky
.
.J J
.1
country. Telephone, railroad and telecomaJ 1.oe- iounu.J
ms
to
Dosses
Y. M. C. A. guards. Several pretty
Some of thet. well known
players graph communication has been Interchances were missed by the Albuquer.who have left he ranks pE o'rgan'.ue.t rupted for several days In conse
queans.
ball for the ne league will be found quence of acts of violence by ths
Although the local team played an with teams
.;
other than those first an- strikers.
exception game, had the players nounced as
Rollie
them.
signed
having
made all the baskets that were shot
w
TORPEDO BOAT STRANDED
the New York American
for the score would haVe run up in Zeider,
Feb- - 28. The
to
who
was
have
Scotland,
Glasgow,
supposed
the seventies. The ball was almost
been awarded definitely to Chicago, Laverock, one of the newest and
,.
continually in the locals' end of the
be lost by Tinker in the shuffle finest torpedo boat destroyers of the
may
of
team
work
clever
the
due
to
floor,
It Is said that Brooklyn and British navy, went on the rocks today
the "Y" team and the prayers' ability today.
Pittsburgh will both make strong bids in Skelmorllo bay on the Firth of
to pass the ball.
for him. The club owners of the Clyde, and stuck fast. Te cdew was
loWebb, the husky center for the
league will vieet after the managers taken off safely.
and
last
himself
night
cals, exceeded
was announcad, but
set forth an example for his team- have finished, it
sessions promised to be protractboth
Into
the
ball
mates by slipping the
ed.
network from any place on the floor
Ned Hanlon represented the Baltifrom
Several times Webb shot baskets
more
club at 'the managers' meeting.
far back on the floor while in the air,
learned that most of the playwas
It
and all his points were scored through ers
I
j
signed by President Gilmore are
clean baskets. White! and Hart for
j
j
to
them.
teams
assigned
needing
the locals also played a remarkable
some
were
trades
Numerous
made,
game and their ability to score bas- of the
managers who had a superflu90.
kets was not limited. Larrazolo and
of pitchers but a lack of good
Stewart on the guard line played good ity
were expected to balance their
games and preatly assisted in the teams. The trades will be reviewed
vlototfy.
and approved by President Gilmore
Lapraik and Ray McCanna for the next
week, and after, that it is expectAlbuquerque team formed) the nucleus ed the full roster of the
league will
of strength, for the Varsity, andscored be
out
.,
given
several pretty goals.
j their
'same
skill
the.
teammates' displayed
Chase Will Play Hard
the result might have been altered.
San
Cal., Feb. 2S. Hal Chase
Jose,
first
the
refereed
A. E. DeMarais
half while Harry Frank officiated in is still at his home in San Jose, not
that capacity in the second half. The having joined the Chicago American
Paso .Rpbles, but he says he
iwork of these officials seemed to have team at
'
to
'hopes
put up the best game of his
the approval of the crowd. ,
relfx:
Points were scored as follows; Las 'life in an effort to; show that his
,
New
was
Justinot
lease
York
from
Vegas Y. M. C.; A. Webb, 14; White,
fied.
11; Hart, 8; Larrazolo, 6; Stewart, 4.
hmt 'inf? rw
Albuquerque'3 Varsity Lapraik, 14;
Ray Modanna, 10;" Joe McCanna, 5;
Shufflebargef, 4;
WITH THE BOXERS '
The preliminary was a st and inr-- .
consider
:"....',., 4
featured
by
teresting game

CINCHES

i

NORMAL NOTES

'..'

HOURS

Friday afternoon the Eighth Grade
Literary society Was entertained by
a minstrel show,' which was put on
by a number of the eighth grade boys.
of the "Stepmother" Is

Ths cast

at

work on the play and promises to
have it la the best possible shape for
production by April, when the school
entertainment isj put on in the opera
housei i ThiiS play Is by Arnold Bennett and Is one of his best comedies
The Junior class held a candy sale
yesterday afternoon at the close of
school. The proceeds will be used for
the senior party, which is to be given
in April.
The senior class 'went on a picnic
today. They hiked out to the range
of hills west of town. This was the
first affair to be held by the seniors
this year, and proved, very, enjoyable.
The Normal's latest burletin, which
is devoted to the trip to Albuquerque
and the state oratorical contest, Is being mailed to the schools and teachers
ail over the state.

PEOPLES .BANK

'TRUST CO.

(B.
EAST LAS VEGAS.

..."

'

f
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MOST HEAT FOR

Miss Susie Whitaker was indisposed
and unable "tT meet her classes yes'"r
terday.

MONEY

HE

Mrs. Maude L. Greene, the interna-tiona secretary of 'the W. CUT. U.,
addressed the students at chapel time
Wednesday morning. She illustrated
her talk with crayon drawings and In
this manner brought out many strong
points in the crusade against liquor
and tobacco. The students greatly enjoyed her talk and a hearty invitation
to' come again was extended by all.
Tony Leak of Mineral Hill has presented the Normal with a live eagle.
This bird is a magnificent specimen,
measuring 88 inches from wing tip to
wing tip. It will be placed in a cage
on t'ua campus.
The Trigonian society met yesterday morning. The meeting was turned over to the discussion of the found
ing of a school paper. Several interesting speeches were made by differ
ent memters. oa what they thought
the value of such a paper would be.
.Upon a vote it was unanimously de
cided to publish euch a paper. The
president of the society appointed a
reporter from each crass and upon a
motion the entire staff was appointed
by the chair. It was determined best
to print this paper, which, is to be
called the Trigonian News, every two
sheet
weeks. It will be an
and will contain all the news of the
'
school, poems, jokes, athletics and
stories
from the English depart
short

ment
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The .international offices of the
United. Shoe Workers Union have
been moved from Lynn to Boston.
-
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Millinery Opening
at the

I

.

1

Strass Bonnet Sfiop

B

Next Wednesday

II

The public is cordially invited
to attend
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Dublnsky Bros' Erie. Prccofit

IDvor
The "Most Powerful!
Story
"

Stalled

--

Manufacturer of

BrinjJ In Your
.J
"THE PRICE SHE PAID"

ways regarded as final in determining whether the new offering will be
successful or not
When "The Price She Paid" was
first given in New York Mr. Thomas
occupied a front row seat and was
seen to applaud, vigorously at the
drop of each curtain. When the play
was over Mr. Thomas was enthusiastic
in tils praise.

"I have never seen better drama,"
said he. "The play is a theatrical
gem and will last for many years to
coma It will take it place among
the standard successes like the Plnero
dramas, and future generations will
applaud its stirring climaxes."
"The Price She Paid" will be presented at the Duncan opera house on
Monday, March 2, for an engagement
of one night with the famous emotional actress, Miss Sylvia, Summers,
In the leading role.

Boston ring followers don't like the
looks of the proposed bout between
Sam Langford and Carl Morris.
Now It is the Pittsburgh promoters
who have become involved in a row
among themselves and queered the,
game in their own townr"""""""""""
Aba Attell will try to show that he
Is still there -- with the clever ring
work when he meets K, O. 'Mars in
Cincinnati on March 2.
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Pfevvs-Prcs- s

middle-

weight, has caught on in great shape
in New York, where he Is a favorite
with the boxing fans.
"If
Mike Gibbons up and says:
Packey McFarland thinks he is such
a drawing card why isn't he willing
to fight on a percentage basis?"
Chicago Charlie White's recent defeat at the hands of Marty McCue in
Milwaukee cost him his chance to
meet' Johnny Killian for the

ettcr Than

i
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More Laughs, More Thrills, More Common Sense and 1L Iic:.t
Acting In Any Play That Has Ever Been Seen Here

he tackles "Kid" Williams
Johnny Coulon will try himself out
in a clash with Chick II ayes. The
bout Is scheduled for Cincinnati early
in March.
Joe Costor, the well knr,vn New
York lightweight, has retired from
the ring. His knockout recently at
the hands of Young McAuliffe shov.iM
Joa that It was time to hang up t":n
tnittrt.
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AFERT0N ; HAND
SEWED SHOES

Augustus Thomas, the playwright,

L,

&ns on

.

noakes it a point to always be on
hlffld at every first
night performance
of a new play, and his opinion is al-

Ac-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Q. 17. g
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AUGUSTUS TIIOMAS HAD PRAISE
FOR "TIIE PRICE SHE PAID"

SCENE

Pre
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THE STATE

a business

'

II

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

VE3AS DAILY OFTIC,

LA
OF THE INTERIOR
Statms Lm4 Office
Tucameari, K. M., January 22, 1914.
'
'KOTICU 13 KSREDY GIVEN: That
ihv Sude of New Mexico, under and
Cjr virtue of the act of Congress approved Juco 0, 1010, hereby makes
pj;;!icaUon for the within described

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

28, 1314.

oe

r:.f'.i-KT.'.;-N-

I

t't-te-

appropriated, unreserved, and
publio land3, for the beueflt
of the University. Said lands being
:a:aiyj In the County of San Miguel,
!ta(e of New Mexico, and more particularly described as follows,

CAPITAL
1100,000.00

oe OPTIC

SURPLUS

PAID IN

$50,000.0

v3.
M. Cunningham. Preside it
Frank Springer,

T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash,

D.

t.

--..f

Tracts

CWSE',4
n034NW!4

EISliSE'i

Sec

Rng.

Mer.

25E
25E
25E
30
33
25E
total area of 200

N.M.
N.M.
N.M.
N.M.
acres.

19
29

Twp.
12N
12N
12N
12N

GUSWU
Comprising a
All persons wishing
to protest
Against selection by the State of New
Mexico of the tracts of land above
caentioned, must file their protests
gainst the said selection In this of--i
Ice on or before the twenty-sevent- h
-- zy of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
Register.
ASSSESSMENT NOTICE
E. Las Vegas, N. M, Jan. 6. 1914.
Notice Is hereby given that I, the
umderslgned( deputy assessor, will be
at my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
.!! business
days between the hours
of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. (until February 2Sth, 1914) for the purpose of receiving returns of all property, according to the provisions of Chapter 84,
Xaws of the State of New Mexico,
s
3913. It Is made the duty of all
to make a return of all property
ihey own, and those falling to do so,
"within the time above specified, will
&e assessed by me according to sec
tion 10 of said Chapter 84 of the
Saws of the state of New Mexico for
the year 1913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be Imposed additional
hj me. You are further notified that
per-con-

COLUMN

irst'TEiRES'r PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS
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CAPITAL GTCOIZ

WE

NationsBank

.

O. HAYDON

.

H. W. KELLY
D.

JWJ N

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

..President
vici President

.

T. HOSKINS

a

..Treasurer

rfff,;?Ti

Interest PeJd On Deposits

1

OPTIC'S NUMftEK,
any person shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his property, he shall be liable to a penalty
of 25 per cent upon the full amount ot
all taxes levied against him, and his
property, and shall also be deemed
guilty of perjury and punishable acIf

$100

REWARD, $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages,
and that Is Catarrh. Hall'B Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
cordingly.
a constitutional treatment
requires
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InternalCHARLES H. STEWART,
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
Deputy Assessor. mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
Subscribe for Tbe optic.

nnn
UUUU

FORTE

nypniiir
IfWIIlL

vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-la- r
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
conclave r
d Tses-r- -'
ino ad to occupy less epace than two
in
each
Bisnth
at Malay
lines
All advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space
actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

330,000.00

Office with the San Miguel

SUBSCRIBE

LOCAL TIME CARD

NO. 8, ROY

Regular con- vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:50 p. m. p. No.
A. Rrinecrar
Vt
Blood, Secretary.

T

rJ,

. v

No.
No.
No.

Eaat Bound

i

2....
4.

Arrive
7:20 p.

10....

p.

For Cs!d

The "Woman's Home Companion

FOR

RENT-T- wo

414

inquire

'

McClures

AG

BABY CHICKS.

Rhodn

Talnr,

TJ

ll,bUj)

ana iiarrea Rocks. Safe
delivery
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os- 6B wy ivansas.

LI

m..'...

p. ra.
a. m,
p. nv
p. na

Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR

,

7

It s giving you

a present tor doing something
t i
you a do
iy
way when you
learn how Much

i

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really

I

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

X

SILVER
PLATE- BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

:
tained in mis city
.t

EMPRESS
can te o-Vt
irom

ALL GROCERS

1ETAIL PRICES

2,000 Ibs or Mors, Each Del very
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
SO lbs, to 203
lb., Each Dsllvsry
Less than 60 lbs. Each Dallvery

housekeeping rooms.
Seventh street. -

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

This elegant Rogers'

For fiasft

The National Sportsman

Depart

m.....

a. m
p. m
p.

a

For YOU!

nrnPTiPflii v
flllUlbllLLi

--

2:00 p.

Arrive

1.... l:lb
3.... 6:35
7.... 4:20
9..,. 6:35

t

FOR RENT Two furnished front
rooms; modern; rates reasonable.
w. u. rage, 813 Fourth street.

7: 45 p. nv
11:59 p. m.
2:30 a. nv

p. m
2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bound

OPTIC AND GET

I

Depart

m.....

...11:54

8....

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meets
evety Monday evening ot
their hall on Sixth street All vintHno- No.
brethren cordially invited to attend. No.
J. Ftledenstlne. N. G A.
Rnnn No.
V. G.; T. M. EI wood,
Secretary; Karl No.
vvertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgceck,

L

MAIN

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordially Invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
W. P.;. Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

strength by building up the constitu
tion and assisting nature in doing Its
VJ&ntctt
work. The proprietors bave so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any WANTED Representative
for our Cemetery Trustee.
case that It falls to cure. Send for
firm, one that is interested in fruit
list of testimonials. '
growing preferred, for our high B- - P. O. ELKS Meets
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
second and
grade nursery stock. The Denver
ledo, Ohio.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Sold by all druggist. 75c.
Nursery Company, 4100 West 4Gth month Elks' home on
Ninth street and
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiAvenue, Denver, Colorado.
Adv.
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
pation.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm, J.
LADY OR GENTLEMAN fair educa
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Subscribe for The Optic
tion, to act as our representative in
nome town. Exclusive territory Secretary.
given.
Selling experience unnec-cessar- KNIGHTS AND LADIES
6F SECURWe furnish capital. Show
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
you how to build permanent busi
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
ness that should pay J2.000.0O first
first and third Mondays of each
year. Staple line. Our booklet, month at 8 m.
p.
Visiting Knights and
"How to Start in Business for YourLadles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
self" explains all Free on request.
President; A. D., Tillman, FinanAddress Box 1099, Philadelphia, Pa.
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Teputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
WANTED Employment, tree trim
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
ming, gardening, distributing adver
East Las Vegas, N. M.
matter.
Address Optic. R,
tising
C. McAllister, 5 Grand avenue.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anr.
fourth
SALESMEN.
Thursday evening eacl
$10 a day introducing
The Greatest Cigar trade stimulator month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitin?
Dealers eager to install. Every de brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
monstration a sale. Act quick. Ca- - Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
wood Novelty Co., Danville, III
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
SALESMEN to sell new educational day of the month In the vestry roomi
specialty to boards of education. No uf Temple Montefiore at t o'clock
previous experience necessary. Lib m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
era! proposition.
Union School vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Furnishing company, 1034 W. Van Greenclay, Secretary.
Buren street, Chicago, 111.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
HUSTLING man or woman represenMeet in the Forest of Brotherly
tative wanted in each locality, 18 to Love at Woodmen of the World hall
50 years of age. To Join this so on the second and fourth
Mondays ol
ciety and introduce our member each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
ships. Part or full time, $50 to $500 Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
a month. Every, member you recom Montague, Local Deputy. Visltini
mend gives you a steady income members are especially welcooe and
each month thereafter. Honorable cordially Invited.
and dignified engagement. Experi
ence Is not required. Only one ap- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
pointment in each locality; hurry
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
and be the first to apply. Write ourth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
the
1253, Covington, Ky.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

Pay us $7.50--I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-l- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

ft 1

TOR

N
BROTHERHOOD
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night 4
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglae avenae a)
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are
third Thursday
eacn mucin. vioiu"S dially welcome. J. C. Werts, Pr
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhier, Secretary; O, &
M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
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CHAPMAN

II

to-w- it:

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

4
St

I.
f

CAFE

AND

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

17ACTT

al

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

A

I0c per 181 Sb
per 1eS Iks.
S0o per 189 l
,..40c per 119 Iks,
..50o par 1S9 Iks,

....... ...25o

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Btorers, and Dlitributors of Natvral Ice, the Puritj
Lasting Qualities el Which Have Made Las Vegas Jamsna.
OFFICE 791 DOUGLAS AVENUE

l3

FOR SALE

Rose Comb Reds and R.
Brown Leghorn eggs 60c, 75c, $1
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R.
I. strong
cockerels. C.
W. Wesner.
C.

ANT Ads

May-hatche-d

t!

White Leghorn
eggs ror hatching, $i and $1.50 per
15. T. C. Lipsett, 1020 Fifth
street

-
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HAD CATARRH
FIVE YEARS.
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BURKE COCKRAN, AT AGE OF 60,
SAYS HE WILL NOT
POLITICS
New

Feb.

York,

28.

Bouike

W.

Cockran, once one of the most widely
known men in America tout of whom
the public has heard but little of
late years, celebrated his sixtieth
birthday anniveraary today. Five
caryears ago Mr. Cockran ended his
to
private
eer in congress and retired
life. His appearances in public since
that time have been very infrequent.
Various causes have been assigned
or Mr. Cockran's retirement from
most men
jmblic life at an ag when
are in their prime. Some persons have
Ibeen heard to cite him as a striking
to
example of a man who has failed
his
of
fulfill the brilliant, promise
early career. Others have held the
retired
opinion that he voluntarily
from politics and public affairs because he was no longer !n sympathy
with the 'leaders and politics of the
democratic .party, vrtose fortunes he
had followed since he cast his first
vote.
But the intimate friends of Mr.
'
Cockran know that the real reason
for his retirement was tbe state of
his health. More than 10 years ago
bis health, began to fail and though
he remained in congress until five
years ago and continued to take a
more or less prominent part in the
affairs of the democratic party, it
was evident that he was rapidly lose
vigor of eloquence
ing his
end action. On the advice of his
physicians he declined to be a candiwhen his term in
date for
1909.
in
Since then
congress expired
he has' spent much of his time In
travel. Only recently he returned to
New York after a long sojourn
abroad, It is said he is in better
health now than for some time past
and that he has recovered some of
his
energy, but ft is doubtful
if be ever again enters the political
arena.
Mr. Cockran will long e remembered as one of the greatest oratovs of
his generation. When h was at the
height of his career he was in great
demand as a public speaker.. His eloquence was heard In many cities and
cn many themes. Few who heard him
can ever forget the masterly speech
he made against the nomination of
Grover Cleveland at the democratic
convention ia Chicago Jn 1S92.
It was in County Sligo, Ireland, that
Mr. Cockran was born 60 years ago
today. His parents Intended him for
the church, and with this end In view
he was carefully educated In schools
In his native country, and in his early
youth was sent to a Catholic college
in France. At the age of 17 he decided that he was- not suited for the
church. With scarcely enough money
to pay for a week's boards after pur
chasing his passage, he sailed for
'
America.
His first years in this city
he spent in teaching school and at the
same time studying law.
In 1876 he was admitted! to the bar.
Hia rise in the professional world
was rapid. He was taken up by the
leaders of the Irving Hall democracy,
and first attracted attention as the
--

,

old-tim-

old-tim- e

You Will Like

CALIFORNIA
Because there you will have
a chance to succeed. There, climate, soil and water, in conjunction with intelligent labor,
Alfalfa, fruits,
work wonders.
garden truck, poultry and dairy
products point the way to more
than a mere living.

MARCH

15 TO

APRIL 15, 1914

ticksecond-clasy
Then
ets from Las Vegas to Los Angeles, San Francisco. San Diego
and to many other points. In
California will be sold for $30.00
Corraqponding fare from points
on other lines in connection
with the Santa Fe, liberal stopThree fast
over privileges.
trains daily from Las Vegas
carry tourist sleepers and free
chair cars. Harvey meals.
For tickets, reservations and
information apply to
one-wa-

e.

s

l batceelcI'IlTt
U
AGENT

Las Vegas, New Mex

t

OIL AND WATER WELL CASING

- IRRIGATION

PIPE

--

SURFACE RRCATJON
& TELEPHONE
POSTS -- BUILDING COLUMNS
Immediate Shipments
Write, phone or wire for special prices
8030

4!AMS PIPE

WOR-K-

Los Anneles, Cal
Bay St..
Phones Broadway 1281 F 1917

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Iter. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-la- y
Second mass 8.30;
excepted.'
sermon in English, hymns rendered1

spokesman of that organiaztion In
the state convention at Albany in
1881.
Two years later he entered
Tammany hall and became a prominent worker in that organization. He
was first elected to congress in 1888.
In the memorable campaign of 1896
he became an advocate of the gold
standard and took the stump for
On tOie issue of
he returned to the democratic
party four years later and participated
in the Bryan campaign. He returned
to congress on the democratic ticket
iu 1904 and continued to serve until

by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third maw
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish,
At 4
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament At the New Mexico Hospital

for the Insane, mass
Sunday by the pastor.

FIRST M. E. CHURCH
and National avenue. Rev. iS.
C. Anderson, pastor. ,
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
A cordial Invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of worship to attend Clvine .ervlces at this
church.
Cor.-Eight-

'

1909.

"CASCASET8" RELIEVE
ISICH,

801

every fourth

Ep-wor-th

STOMACH

MOVE ACIDS, GASES AND CLOGGED WASTE FROM LIVER
;
AND BOWELS

C)

()
f

KJ

C)

()
r ))

were
sulted and a KK S. S. JOHNSON
. Elmo, Illinois.
Specialist in
SL Louis was triel He tot so weak

catarrh

rur down

thAt he de

clares he could nt walk more than
a hundred yards vlthout resting.
Few people undtrstand that catarrh
is a constant driin on the system.
The discharge o! mucus which is
going on In such cises is largely composed of blood seium, and is a great
waste. Sooner or later it will weaken
the strongest man
According to reports Veceived from
Mr. Johnson, he yas in a desperate
condition, but he found relief from
his trouble. We vlll let him say how
he found it. His Own words say:
"My friends oB me to take Peruna, and I did bo. I now feel that
Peruna has saved my life. It is the
best medicine on earth, and I would
not be without It?
Ttils seems almost too good to be
true. No doubt there are some readers that will think so. The above
statements, hoover, can be verified
hv Tvritiner Mr. LTnhnstnn.
Every home slpuld be provided with
the last edition tot "The Ills of Lite,"
sent free by thj Peruna Co., Colum

r

)
)
f)

j

tmo.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
box now.
Get a
If you are without a church hme
avenue, East Las Vegas.
come!
We cai help you.
That awful Bourness, belching of
First Sunday in Lent, March 1.
acid and! foul gases; that pain in the
are looking for church work
If
you
Holy Communion, 7:30. ,
the
heartburn,
of
the
You
cat help us.
come!
stomach,
pit
Sunday school, 9:45.
nervousness, nausea, bloating after
Litany, Holy' Communion and ser
EASILY DECIDED
eating, dizziness and sick headache, mon, 11.
means a disordered stomach, wmcn
should be Answered
This
Question
Order of service at 11 o'clock:
Easi Las Vegas People
cannot be regulated until you remove
by
Easily
Hvmn 582, "Stand Up, Stand Up,
s
the cause. It isn. t your stomach
Which is wisr to have confidence
'
for
.Jesus," (G. 3. Webb.)
as
fault.
Your stomach i3 as good
the opinions df your
in
Litany, rrayer Book, page 30
any.
of
people you Jnow, or depend on
Introit, "Give Ear Unto my Prayer,'
statements made by utter strangers re-Try Cascarets; they immediately (Arcadelt.)
.
...
Jt
A
1U
y
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
places: tteau mc
Shorter Kyrie, Chant, (J. Barnby.) siding in
foul gases; take the excess bile from
following
Gloria Libi, (Paxton.)
the liver and carry off the constipated
A. Underwood.' 806 National avenue
Thou
Dost
81. "Christian!
Hvmn
undigested and fermenting food and See Them?" (J. B. Dykes.)
East Las Vegas, N. M, says: "Doan's
waste matter and poison from the
Kidney Pills, wbjch I got at the Center
Sermon.
Then your stomach trouble
bowels.
ninrk PharmacV. brought me relief
V.
Anthem, "Seek Ye the Lord," (J.
A Cascaret tonight will
is ended.
from backache and kidney trouble.
10- - Roberts.)
straighten you out by morning a
them off and
Hymn 219, "Here, O My Lord, I See Since then, I have used
cent box from any drug store will
a kidney
needed
I
have
whenever
on,
to
Face," (Dearie.)
ana Thee Face
keep your stomach sweet; liver
and they have done good
medicine
(Anon.)
Chant,
Presentation,
bowels regu'ar for months. Dont
If mv kidneys aren't acting
Sursum Corda, Sanctus, (J. Cam- forget the children their little insldes
or my back is aching,
ust
right,
idge.)
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
on Doan's Kidney Pills to
can
M. Custance.)
F.
(A.
depend
Dei,
v.
Agnus
aq
ailments. I have re
awav
these
drive
Chant.
Old
Gloria in Excelsis,
Doan's Kidney Pills to a
commended
Leadth
(W.
Me,"
"He
Recessional,
SPRING GOLF AT P1NEHURST
B. Bradbury.)
great many people and all have been
Pinehurst, N. C, Feb. 28 Ranking
When I
ii anUatiaA with them.
as
follows:
choir
Full
vested
of the
golf players from many parts
on my
to
settle
M.
seemB
Low take cold, it
comSoDranos Misses L. Myers,
country are rounding tip here to
I
of
attack
a
TottoTi
Hart.
Mills
Winters.
virlnAvo
slight
cnusinp
iron
to
tourpete in the tenth annual spring
van backache. At sucn times, a iew uw
ana
Mrs.
Mrs.
Abbett
the
Noyes,
of
nament under the auspices
Misses Myers, Webb, 0f Doan's Kidney Pills have always
Pinehurst Country Club. The tourna- Horn. Altos
Morrissette. Tenors fixed me up In good shape.
Mrs.
Lowrv.
and
continue
ment will begin Monday and
Van
Horn and Morris-Clav.
Messrs.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
week.
through the
iFostertMilburn
Co., Buffalo,
aotto Rfissos (Messrs. Taylor. Moore. -- otlta
Swallow. New York, sole agents for the United
and
Gehring
Paice,
Haskell,
Cured
fellow-citizen-

s,

T-

m

tar-awa-

'

Chronic Constipation

Crucifer Herman Spiess. Organist
states.
"I had been troubled with chronic
I
thfi name
Mian Mnrin Mann.
Tiomoniiur
tried
and
two
for
years
constipation
Adv.
Is
for
This
church
no
private
other.
open
daily
tai!e
Bristol.
in
I
best
all the

physicians

Iain's Tablets cured me," writes Thos
Middleboro. Ky., For
JU.
1JI1W1"") w.
sale by all dealers.Adv.
CHICAGO FED OFF FOR TEXAS
club
Chicago, Feb. 28. The Chicago
is
which
gen
Federal
league,
of the

erallv considered to be the star team
deof the new baseball organization1,
the
for
train!
today
special
parted by
snrinz training grounds at Mineral
Wells Texas. In addition to Manager
Tinker and his players the party in
eluded James A. Gilmore, president
of the league, and Charles A. Welsh
man, its principal financial backer.
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raspln? coughs, .croup, hoarseness
onH In rrtnne pouehs. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cress Drug Store.
Adv.
LEADER 70
TEMPERANCE
28. Many letFeb.
Me.,
Portland,
ters of congratulations have been received at the home of Mrs. L. M. N.
in anticipation of
Stevens in this

IT
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W
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fiaa in the stomach or bowels ia a
disagreeable symptom of a torpid
To get rid or it quicm
Regular services every Sunday mora liver.
Tt is a marvelous liver
and
11
o'clock
Wednesday stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
ine at
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall KOc. Sold by central urug va.
A Good Cough Medicine for Children
Corner
BAPTIST
CHURCH,,
FIRST
cur-Rev. J.
Convincing proof of tho rare
nf Main and Sixth streets,
ntlva nrODerties of Chamberlains
Milton Harris, Pastor.
m.
Cough Remedy came from Mrs. Mary
a.
9:45
school,
Sunday
Fftweett of Grlnnell, Iowa who says:
m.
6:30
p.
Young People's Meeting,
'Chnmherlaln's Cough Remedy helped
even
Wednesday
Prayer meeting,
when he
my little boy a great deal
ing, 7:30 p. m.
a gooa K
is
It
whooDine
hnd
cough.
All cordially invited.
dealers.
all
sale
For
by
medicine."
V
CHURCH Adv.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
las avenue and Tenth street
MONUMENT CO
Morning worship and sermon at 11
Albuquerque, N. M.
o'clock.
215 E. Central
Bible study and Sunday school ses
Practical Experience.
Years
?a
sion at 9:45 a. m.
W. W. Huwc-a- a
JONES
A
Societv of Christian Endeavor al
SCIENCE

SOCIETY

o
o
o(

JONES-BOWER-

bmvima Til RAVE MONEY
Foiftv's -Honey and Tar, Com
Bnvincr
JUVIJ
saves
money because jusi a
pound
Aana otnrva ino cuuk.ii auu w
and one bottle lasts a long time snr-Itquickly heals raw and inflamed

Doan a and

1

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
oc
o

prayer and meditatiou
CHRISTIAN

rmg

)
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Tenn., and they could do noming
for me. Two packages of Chamber

WW

s
W

o

ctitioners
con-

utiA thnrniitrhlv
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inois, was

troubled five
years with
catarrh. The J
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE catarrn wass
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle, so severe in;
case?
his
pastor.
that his llfo
First mass at 7: 00 a.m.; second mass s e e m e J
I at 10 a. m.
Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 P m, in Spanish at As he
it
3:30 p. m. Rosary a u. benediction
himself, he
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. had "one
foot in the
m.
,
Sunday school for English speak- - grave."
Of course
! Inz and
Spanish speaking children he tried to
get reliefi5
Many pra4

MORE
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J

Mr. Johnson ol St.
IllElmo,

N

fy

One

J

J
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6:30 p. m.

The church extends a most hearty Profesional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
welcome to all people. Visitors and
wel
in
the
General Massage, Hair and bcaip
city especially
sojourners
comed.
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Cor-Phone Vegas 123
ner of Main and Eighth streets. Rev
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Hours:
Office
J. L. Imhof, pastor.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
ATTORNEYS
Communion and preaching 11 a. m
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Evening service, 7:30 p. m.
A. Has
The church welcomes the public at George A. Hunker. Chester
Attorneyt-t-Ltending the services.

city
the seventieth birthday anniversary
of the noted temperance leader, who
was born March 1, 1844. Mrs. Stevens
ha 'been an active worker in the
temperance movement for 40 years.
in 1S84 she assisted in organizing tne
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Maine W. C. T. V. and was its first
tnoenmr Twpntv vears later she Railroad and National Avenues.
James E. Richard, pastor.
of the Na
wns elected
Hours of service::
the
sinco
and
U.
C.
T.
tional W.
Preaching 13:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
death of Frances Willard in 189S,
of
Sabbath School. 9:30 a. m.
head
at
been
the
Mrs. Stevpns has
Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
B.
national
organiaztion.
the

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description

moderate prices
Room L Center Btoclt, Tel Ea!a
East Las Tepaa. New Mexico
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CHICKENS
FRESH OYSTERS
NEW MACKEREL
LARGE MACKEREL, 25c.

Light automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.
'

PARSLEY

5

DRY ONIONS
CARROTS

Per Pound 3c
FANCY CREAM CHEESE
SWISS CHEESE
LIMBERGER CHEESE
BRICK CHEESE
CAM EM BERT CHEESE

f

HEAD LETTUCE
CELERY
YOUNG ONIONS
SOUP BUNCHES
NEW SPINACH

LUNCH-CHEES-

SIERRA CHEESE
BRIE CHEESE
BLUHILL CHEESE

STEARNS STORE

BAM

l
THE CIRCLE OF.' FATE,"
Kaybee feature drama.
"ADRIFT IN A GREAT CITY," Thanhauser, drama.
two-ree-

eyies
the

ILFELD COMPANY

!

Every Women Is Rroiifl to be
,

-

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

Las Vegas Roller Mills

lb

EafiS

800-wo-

FOR SATURDAY'S MARKET

P

RAYVARD CO. STORE
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It's a better car sold at a
lower price. Under all conditionsin every country the
Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.
And in first and after costs it
saves money for its owner.
Vt,''

the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and par$615 is

ticulars from

'

LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CO.

i
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QUAKES OF LAST NIGHT AND
ibi.pAY NOTICED ONLY BY

i

Phone Vegas 424

s

jl

THE TIME IS
1

SHORT

TO- -

SCIENTISTS

Washington, Feb. zs. Seismographs
at Georgetown university recorded
pronounced earthquake
shocks for
nearly 45 minutes early today. At
12:11 a, rn. the tremors were recorded. The estimated
distance from
here was 2,700 miles.
Clevelancr Felt it
Cleveland, Feb. 28. Another earthquake was recorded last night by the
seismograph In St. Ignatius observatory here. Rev. O'DeabaciT said that
the movement began at 1:07 p. m.,
reached its" maximum, at 1.1:36 p. m.
and ended at 11:26 p. m. Apparently
it was about 3,000 to 3,500 miles dis-

Our Eastern Car of Spring

Furniture Will Soon Move

Let us have your orders at once. We will
saLve you 20 to 25 per cent

J.
A,

iirnMprrTr

Son
UAMr

--

rttntirpiir.n

tant and was pot severe.
Milwaukee was Shaken
Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 28. An earthquake was recorded by the seismo-

graph at Marquette University, Milwaukee, which lastea from 11:09 o'clock last night until 11:30, the maximum being reached at 11 : 16. It is estimated that the shock occurred 4,000
miles from Milwaukee, probably south-

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke,' Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

west.

The Coast not Neglected
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 28. The seismograph of the University of Washington recorded a strong earthquake
last night. Preliminary tremors began at 9:35 o'clock, the main shock
at 9:45 and the vibrations continued
until 10:05. The record Showed that
the seat of disturbance was 1,500 miles
northt or south of ; Seattle, but the
east and west vibrations were not recorded; The Alaska cable offices have
made no report of an earthquake.
NAVAL BILL REPORTED

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

interest Psid en Tims Deposits

Washington, Feb. 28. The naval appropriation bill, carrying $139,964,333
for two (battleships, six torpedo boat
destroyers and other fighting craft,
was reported to the house. Two battleships are to cost $15,000,000 each
and will be fbuilt at private' yards by
contract.
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For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-
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SUNDAY'S PROGRAM,
"PSYCHOLOGICAL MOVEMENTS," Reliance Drama.
"THE SON OF THOMAS GRAY,"American Drama.
"HOW MOTION PICTURES ARE MADE," Keystone Comedy.

The members of, tne Baptist, the
F. V. Hansen lias Opened a pool
hall on Railroad avenue in the build-in'- Disciples and the Jethodist churches
formerly occupied by the 'Ward! wiJloin with the h'esbyterians in ,,a.
i
union temperance 'tneeting
pool' "ball.
at the!
First Presbyterian church tomorrow
Our first showing of Spring hats evening. This mwtmg will bo of
Monday, March 2, and will continue. special interest to lull tlfe citizens of
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of
New hats arriving weekly,
Mrs. A. Las Vegas, as it wl be addressed by
Standish.
Ui strict Attorney Claries W. G. Ward,
Adv.
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
who has recently w;ltien several tem
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
The approving of the will of the late: perance articles for some of the news
Mrs. Emile P. Rudulpn will occur papers of the slate and who is thor
Monday morning at a session of the oughly acquainted tith conditions. In
addition to the music furnished by the
probate court.
choir of the Presbytrlan church there
A pretty Japanese garden has been will be a solo by Ms. Frank Leo Rel- arranged in the window of the B. O. man and one numiwr by the, MethodMurphey drug store. This garden ist Ladies' quarettei
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
was prepared by Miss Nellie Mitchell
arid is attracting considerable attenThinking that pnssrtily newspaper
tion.
offices are the liveliest places to
tackle wben in need, a stranger wan
Efficiency, durability, (juiclc service, dered into The Optic office early this
moderate prices Is what the
morning and among different things
shoe repair department of Hedgcock's informed the force that he was going
a good bakeri It is a naShoe Store means to the public. Send to be killed. After investigating the
or;
bring us your work and reduce the case a little farther by letting the
And
tural instinct,
efery
cost of foot wear. G14 Douglas ave man talk, The Optic people unaniwoman can bake, well if
nue. Adv.
mously decided that the man was
she will use, our flour. It
crazy with the heat, the weather beis so skillfully blended, so
Word has been received from Denver ing unusually warm for February.
to the effect that Mrs. S. F. Hemler Later Ben Coles, chief of police, was
perfectly milled, that even
is slowliy recovering from a siege of called. He escorted the would-b- e
t h e inexperienced have
iilness. Mrs. Hemler has been in dead man to a restaurant. Chief Coles
success with it from the
Denver for some time, and was join- stated that the man became more rastart. Order a sack and
ed by her hualband this week when tional after eating considerable food
learn for yourself.
the report came that she was seriousdoubtless due to the rations consumed. He agreed to leave the city
ly ill.
at once. The man undoubtedly is a
Thisi morning at the Y. M. C. A. the little "off" in his head.
boys' class of that institution were
marched before the motion picture
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
camera and had their pictures taken
Notice is hereby given that he tax
both in stationary positions and in toll for A.
p. 1913 has been received
drills and other maneuvers. Ben in the treasurer's office. The first
Struckman, photographer for the half of the 1913 taxes are now due
Pathe Weekly company, took the and became delinquent on
February
At
pictures and is of the opinion tbat 16, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
11:23 of
Cost ofEveryiiiinfl
they will be good in every respect
ETJGENIO ROMERO,
per month.
Treasurer and Collector.
Tn an Issue next month of the Catholic Register, a publication issued
ST. PAUL'S NOTES
weekly at Denver, Colo., Las Vegas
Lenten services daily except Wed- dewrite-up- ,
will have an
nesday, 4:15 p. m.
voted to this city and its advantages.
Confirmation
classes for boys,
This article
be prepared by tne Thursday ajt the
rectory, 7:15 p. m.,
secretary of the Commercial club. H. for girls and seniors, Thursday after
NEW BEETS, NEW TURNIPS, NEW CARROTS, CALIFORNIA
R. Minton and G. H. Grim, represen- noon in church after
service, 4:15 p.
HEAD LETTUCE, FRESH TOMATOES, CELERY, GREEN ONIONS,
tatives for the Catholic Register, were m.
RADISHES, NEW CABBAGE AND SPINACH.
,
y,
business visitors in Las Vegas yesterLadies' Guild Tuesday at 2:15 p. m.,
day and arranged for this wrlteup. with Mrs. A. H. Whnmore, 825 Sev
ALSO FRESH ORANGES, FLORIDA
GRAPE
BANANAS
FRUIT,
"
Doubtless much good advertising will enth street.
AND APPLES.
be obtained from it, as the publication
Choir rehearsals, Monday 4:15 p. m.
has a large circulation.
after evening service. Sopranos and
altos, Tuesday, rectory, 7:30 p. m., for
Mrs. Maude L. Greene, International tenors
and basses. Full choir, Satursecretary of the W. C. T. U., has com- day 7:15 p. m.
pleted several days of, hard work In
The bishop of New Mexico, the Rt.
T
GOAAF Sr
San Miguel county and has succeeded Rev. Frederick
1 ILL,
B. Howden, will be
in perfecting 'a county organization,
here for confirmation on the morning
which will work In conjunction with of
Sunday, March 22, the fourth Sunthe W. C, T. TJ. Mrs. Greene spoke at
'
day in Lent.
the First Baptist church Sunday night
St. Paul's church is open daily for
and at the various schools of the East
clothing read:
"No one will understand why I and West sides on Monday. Then she private prayer and meditation. ,
want to die. Forgive me."
visited several of the country districts, including Mishawaka and Hill
TRAIN
ACCUSED OF MURDER
side. Mrs. Greene is a cartoonist as
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Mougton, Mich, Fob. 28. John well as a speaker, and she illustrated
DINSMORE, CARRY Hupta, secretary of the South Range her remarks with clever drawings.
MRS. RALPH
local of the Western Federation of
ING CHILD, JUMPS FROM
Miners: Nick Vereans. an organizer
ERIDGE TO TRACK
Met
Washington, Feb. S3. (Senate:
and Joseph Juntuen, member, were ar
at noon. Amended postal bill to inVAULT AND CESSPOOL
rested this morning on a charge of
crease rural mail carriers salaries to
North Attleboro, Mass., Feb. 28.
minmurdering three
$1,200 a year on standard routes.
in
old
her
baby
Holding
ers at Painesdale, December 7. Thom
Conferences continU"4 on Alaska
Jier arms, Mrs. Ralph Dinsmore jump- as
Dally, Harry James and Arthur
railroad
bill. ,
Those desiring: work done
ed from an overhead bridge Into the James were shot In their beds in
Administration
conservation bills inwill
please call on or phone
yaib of a passenger train today. The Daily's home early that morning.
troduced and referred to
commit
'
Mled and the Hupta, according to Sheriff Cruce, has
tee.
A. W. Patterson,
't sit
n ir Mfttiid jrobab!y fatal lnjnr-i- , made a confession. The shooting was
House:
Met at noon.
Lai Vpfjas Transfer Co.
v i i)i .more mi 23 years old done with high power rifles from
,
Representative
Rel'lv introduced a
e
S23 Sixth Street
of a young mechanic, v;ooiU a short dinfanee from the. Dally
Phone Main 43
'i,i j'jn.
resolution to investigate old ago pen- '
d
note found in her home.
81011
db
C.ZZ".
system.
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AsDirect from the Indian Reservation3--Larg- e
sortment fine colorings - unique pattens-a- ll
prices.
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This was the hast Jay for making
CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES
"Foreign, Missions, Why?" will be
county tax retui' b, and the office of
A. Sanchez, the subject of the sermon
Sunday
Trees pruned see Thornhlll, Prun- County Assessor Manuel
as a result, was filled with property morning by the pastor. Offerings for
trees
and
ing
fixing gardens. Phone owners
nearly al day.'1
foreign missions will be received.
Purple 5352. Adv.
The Christian Endeavor society will
The
and
men
hold
Las
a consecration meeting at 6:30
business
Vega;
Don't forget the spring millinery
financiers are Uulily engaged in mat p. m. Their theme will be "The Love
at
the Strass Bonnet Shop
opening
ing their Income ax returns. The tax Verse."
Wednesday. Adv.
will affect more Las Vegans than, one
There will be no evening church
is retoday was the last service. The congregation
The county commissioner will hold would imagine.
makhfc the returns unless quested to attend the union temper
chance
for
their regular monthly meeting Mon
one wished to bd fined, a good many ance service at the First Presbyterian
day morning at the court house.
belated document! weie mailed to the church.
All members of the church are ask
Finch's Golden Weddlnl Hya, aged internal collector at Santa Fe or turnover
ed
dllectors.
ed to meet Sunday afternoon at the
to
local
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
tabernacle at 3 o'clock for Important
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv
Several applicali ons for wild animal business of the church.
this morning at the
The Ladies' Aid met Thursday af
The newest of the season will be liounties were m
!
White of Porvenir ternoon with. Mrs. L. L. Brown. Mrs.
shown at the Strass Bonnet Shop court house. A.
spring millinery opening Wednesday, applied for f 2 as bdunty upon a coyote; D. L. Batchelor was elected as the
Domingo Hays of Apache Springs ap-- new president of the society.
Adv.
plied for $2 as bdunty upon a coyote
The Las Vegas grant board will and Luis Ortiz oj La Cuesta asked
meet Monday; morning at its office on the county to rew ltd him in the sum EARTH MIIVEKS AND
the West shie for1 its regular monthly of $23 for havind lined a lobo wolf
'"
and four coyotes,
meeting.
Adv.

CABBAGE

SWEET PICKLES

iv'-- i

tonight at the

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

PARSNIPS
TURNIPS

FANCY DILL PICKLES
SOUR PICKLES

C:23

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv. ,

Per Bunch 5c

FANCY ORANGES
By the Box, $3.50
By the Half Box, $1.90
TANGERINES
GRAPEFRUIT
LEMONS
BANANAS
FANCY TABLE APPLES
COOKING APPLES

!!

Regular dance at P. B. Hall Sutur
day night. Adv.

NEW
EETS
NEW TURNIPS
NEW CARROTS

TURKEYS

ijj

p4.ogr.am

ALL AROUND SATISFACTION
will be the result of your purchase if
it comes from us
REMEMBER:

Onr Name
means a Lot

on

the

Box

.;"

n

ALL

WOIH

DONE

AT OUR

GUA1ANTEED F03 ITS FEEFECTKESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
A BARON WOUNDED

Paris, Feb. 28. A Bword duel between Baron Robert Le Vavasseur and
Count D'Heurzel, fought in the suburb
of Neuilly today, resulted in Baron
Le Vavasseur being wounded, one of
the arteries of his right arm being cut.
The encounter is believed to have
arisen out of the recent card scandal
at the fashionable Jockey Club, where
Baron Le Vavasseur- was alleged to
have been guiliy of cheating.

ROBBERY

IN PARIS

Paris, Feb. 28. More than $200,000
in cash was. stolen rrom a postofflce
van today at one of the railroad stations in Paris. Aa today is the last
of the month large sums were being
transmitted to various points for the
payment of monthly salaries and accounts. The police would give no details of the robbery.
Subscribe for Tne OpRC

